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Abstract

Improving energy security for individual households
during outages

Amelie Bennich

In this study, it was investigated how individual households could 
manage security of supply during an outage by installing a local 
energy system that could operate independently from the electricity 
grid. By installing local renewable off-grid energy systems, 
households could guarantee an uninterrupted supply of energy even 
during an outage on the electricity grid, while also increasing their 
energy autonomy during normal circumstances. The results showed that 
managing an outage during summer was fairly easy. Due to high 
electricity production, a small energy storage was enough to manage 
an outage during summer. However, managing an outage during winter 
was more critical. During winter, the systems needed to be almost 
fully reliant on the energy storage. This significantly increased the 
cost of these systems. Due to the high cost for the energy systems 
today, it was not considered a feasible solution to improve energy 
security at a national level. However, at a local level, this was 
considered to have the potential to improve energy security. First, 
it could to be of interest for people who already have installed 
solar panels, who could add a battery and thereby be able to manage 
an outage during summer. Second, it could be of interest for people 
who are more exposed to outages or have a low trust in the system to 
work properly. Lastly, this could be of interest for actors for whom 
backup energy is important, for instance for the industry. 
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Sammanfattning 

Sveriges elsystem är idag till stor del baserat på en storskalig och centraliserad 

elproduktion. Det finns många fördelar med storskaliga och centraliserade system, men 

vid en olycka eller kris kan konsekvenserna bli omfattande och allvarliga. I januari 2005 

drabbades Sverige av stormen Gudrun som kom att ha stora konsekvenser för det 

svenska samhället. Stormen orsakade ett omfattande strömavbrott på det svenska elnätet 

och omkring 700 000 elkunder blev utan el. Strömavbrottet varade i genomsnitt fyra 

dagar, men för några elkunder varade det så länge som 45 dagar. Följderna av stormen 

kom att kosta samhället omkring tio miljarder SEK. Strömavbrottet som orsakades av 

stormen Gudrun väckte en debatt i Sverige om Sveriges beredskap vid en större kris och 

om de svagheter som finns inom det svenska elsystemet. Energisäkerhet och 

leveranssäkerhet är fundamentala för många av samhällets viktiga funktioner och det är 

viktigt att aktivt arbeta för att förbättra dessa.  

Elsystemet håller idag på att förändras, vilket i vissa avseenden gör det mer robust 

medan det i andra avseenden gör det mer sårbart. Elsystemet går från en centraliserad 

elproduktion till en alltmer decentraliserad och småskalig elproduktion. I och med en 

ökad användning av förnybara energikällor har förutsättningarna för elproduktion 

förändrats och nya krav ställs på elsystemet. Elproduktionen från förnybara energislag 

är ofta av variabel natur och ökar behovet av intelligenta och flexibla 

distributionssystem. Samtidigt ökar möjligheterna för enskilda hushåll och aktörer att 

bli självförsörjande på el och elkunder kan idag övergå från att endast vara konsumenter 

till att även bli producenter. Priserna för solceller har under de senaste åren kraftigt 

minskat och en liknande utveckling väntas ske för energilagringstekniker som batterier. 

Det har ytterligare ökat möjligheterna för enskilda aktörer att bli självförsörjande på el 

och därmed minska beroendet eller till och med bli fullkomligt oberoende av det 

storskaliga elsystemet. Begreppet ”off the grid” blev populärt under 1990-talet och 

beskrev byggnader som kunde tillgodogöra sitt energibehov från alternativa energikällor 

än det storskaliga elnätet. Idag syftar begreppet off-grid ofta på byggnader som är 

självförsörjande och oberoende av storskaliga och centraliserade system för att 

tillgodogöra sitt behov av energi, avlopp och/eller vatten. Off-grid behöver 

nödvändigtvis inte innebära att byggnaden är fullkomligt oberoende av storskaliga 

system, utan kan syfta till att byggnaden har integrerat och använder ett eller flera 

system som är oberoende av storskalig infrastruktur. 

I denna studie studerades hur enskilda hushåll kunde förbättra sin energisäkerhet genom 

att implementera lokala energisystem inspirerade av off-grid energisystem. Genom att 

implementera energisystem som kunde fungera oberoende av elnätet under en given 

tidsperiod studerades hur hushållen kunde hantera tillfälliga avbrott på det storskaliga 

elnätet. Sex olika scenarier studerades där strömavbrottets längd och när det inträffade 

varierades. Scenario 1, 2 och 3 studerade ett strömavbrott som varade en dag, tre dagar 
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och en vecka under sommaren. Scenario 4, 5 och 6 studerade ett strömavbrott som 

varade en dag, tre dagar och en vecka under vintern. Resultaten visade att det är möjligt 

att designa dessa energisystem med befintlig teknik på marknaden idag, men att kraven 

på energisystemen kraftigt varierade under året i och med de olika årstiderna. Tack vare 

en stor elproduktion och litet värmebehov under sommaren räckte det med ett relativt 

litet energisystem för att klara ett strömavbrott på elnätet under sommarhalvåret. 

Vinterhalvåret var dock mer kritiskt och för att klara av ett längre strömavbrott krävdes 

omfattande energilagring. Det omfattande energilagret ökade priset på energisystemet 

avseendevärt. På grund av de höga kostnaderna ansågs inte dessa energisystem som en 

lämplig generell lösning för att förbättra energisäkerheten för enskilda hushåll. Priserna 

för dessa tekniker ändras dock snabbt och inom några år kan kostnaderna se annorlunda 

ut.  
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1. Introduction 

Sweden is a relatively safe and well-functioning country. The society consists of large-

scale and well-established infrastructures which provide the society with core functions 

as the supply of water and electricity. There are many advantages to large-scale and 

centralised systems. However, in case of a crisis or emergency, the consequences may 

be severe and widespread. In January 2005, Sweden was hit by the storm Gudrun which 

caused a large outage on the Swedish electricity grid. The outage was caused by falling 

trees which harmed unprotected overhead wires. Over 300 000 km of wires were 

damaged and approximately 10 000 electricity pylons broke (Sundin, 2015). Around 

700 000 customers were affected by the outage and 12 000 of them still lacked 

electricity 12 days after the storm had passed. For some customers, the outage lasted for 

as long as 45 days and some people had to evacuate their homes because of the outage. 

For a few days, the storm Gudrun disrupted several of the society’s core functions in the 

affected areas and the aftermath of the storm caused a huge expense for the society. 

Solely the disturbances on the electricity grid caused by Gudrun cost the society 

between four to five billion SEK (Energimyndigheten, 2015a)(Muntau, 2015).  

Storms like Gudrun are relatively rare. However, due to climate change, extreme 

weathers as Gudrun are expected to increase. During this year’s Emergency 

Preparedness Week, an initiative from the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency, the 

brochure “If the crisis or war comes” was distributed to 4.8 million households in 

Sweden. The purpose of the Emergency Preparedness Week is to improve the 

preparedness and risk communication in Sweden in case of an emergency. In case of 

extensive emergencies, it is important with well-informed and prepared inhabitants to 

mitigate the impact of the crisis. The brochure “If the crisis or war comes” informed 

people of how to handle situations when public services no longer are working. It 

emphasized how to prepare to manage the supply of water, food, heat, and 

communication in case of a severe accident, extreme weather or, in the worst case, war 

(MSB, 2018). 

However, to prepare to manage the supply of electricity is not as easy. A well-

functioning electricity system is important for many of the core functions of society. 

Energy security and security of supply are two important national matters to guarantee 

that the society works properly. The electricity system is today undergoing large 

changes, which in some ways make it more robust, while in others makes it more 

vulnerable. The electricity system has gone from mainly centralised electricity 

production to a more decentralised and small-scale electricity production. The adoption 

of renewable energy sources is one of the reasons behind this change. The electricity 

production from renewable energy sources is of variable nature and increase the need 

for intelligent and flexible distribution systems. Simultaneously, the possibility 

increases for single households and companies to become self-sufficient on electricity 

and consumers can go from only consume to also produce electricity (Vattenfall, 2013).  
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The term “off the grid” became popular during the 1990s and described households that 

could satisfy their energy demand from alternative energy sources than from the large-

scale system. Today the term off-grid refers to households that are self-sufficient and 

independent of large-scale and centralised systems to assimilate their need for energy, 

sewer and/or water. Off-grid does not necessarily mean complete independence from 

large-scale and centralised systems, but can also refer to households that have 

implemented one or several systems that are independent of large-scale infrastructures 

(Ryker, 2007). The implementation of off-grid energy systems has often been regarded 

as a way for developing countries, where large-scale and well-functioning electricity 

system may not exist, to improve their energy security. However, in recent years, off-

grid energy system has gained more attention also in industrial countries (Hojčková et 

al., 2018, 84).  

In this study, the possibilities for individual households to manage the supply of 

electricity during a crisis or emergency were investigated. The analysis was performed 

by implementing a local energy system which could operate independently of the 

electricity grid for a certain period of time. The local energy systems were inspired by 

renewable off-grid energy system configurations. The purpose was to investigate if this 

could contribute to improve energy security in Sweden, a country with an already well-

established electricity system and relatively good security of supply, as well as varying 

seasonal conditions. Can the implementation of these local energy systems, as a way to 

improve energy security, be relevant in a country like this? 

1.1 Aim of study 

The aim of the study was to investigate how the integration of renewable off-grid 

energy systems in single-family households could improve energy security in Sweden, 

either at a local or national level, during a disruption in the large-scale electricity 

system. The aim was answered by the following sub-questions: 

• How can a renewable off-grid energy system be designed to satisfy the energy 

demand during a disruption in the large-scale electricity system? 

• What are the possibilities to design an off-grid energy system using only 

products available on the market today? 

• What is the economic feasibility of implementing a renewable off-grid energy 

system for temporary disruptions on the large-scale electricity system?  

1.2 Limitations 

This study presupposed a scenario where a disruption in the electricity system had 

caused an outage on the electricity grid. The cause of the disruption was not specified, 

but the duration of the outage was varied by studying six different scenarios. Scenario 1, 

2 and 3 occurred during summer and the outage lasted for one day, three days and one 
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week respectively. Scenario 4, 5, and 6 occurred during winter and the outage lasted for 

one day, three days and one week respectively, as for the summer scenarios. Spring and 

fall were not studied. 

The six scenarios were studied by simulations done in a computing model based on the 

computing language MATLAB. The simulations were done for a household of four 

people in Borås, a city in the southern part of Sweden. The reference building was 

designed to represent a newbuilt house in Sweden today, and an electricity-powered 

heat pump was used for heating. The designed local energy systems for each scenario 

are referred to as the off-grid energy systems throughout the report. The designed local 

energy systems are not completely off-grid, as grid-connection was assumed under 

normal circumstances. However, during the outage, the local energy systems needed to 

operate fully independent of the electricity grid. The designed off-grid energy systems 

were designed with only renewable technologies.  

1.3 Outline of report 

The report is divided into eight chapters and is structured as follows. Chapter 1 begins 

with introducing the topic and the aim of the study. Chapter 2 presents the background 

with focus on two main topics: energy security and off-grid energy systems. Chapter 3 

gives a brief overview of technologies. It starts with clarifying some definitions and 

thereafter describing the technological components used in this study. This chapter is 

mainly for readers with little or no technological knowledge. Chapter 4 presents the 

method. It starts with a general presentation of the execution of the study. Thereafter it 

is explained how the MATLAB-model, used for energy calculations, was created. This 

chapter is mainly for readers interested in the motivation behind the model design. 

Chapter 5 presents the data and assumptions used for the energy calculations. Chapter 6 

presents the results from the simulations done in the MATLAB-model. Chapter 7 

discuss the restrictions of the model and thereafter the feasibility of off-grid energy 

systems in Sweden. Lastly, chapter 8 presents the conclusion and suggests further 

research. 
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2. Background 

This chapter is divided into two main parts: energy security and off-grid energy 

systems. It starts with a general discussion about energy security and risk management. 

Thereafter, the Swedish electricity system is presented, how it works and its reliability. 

The second part focus on off-grid energy systems and decentralisation. It discusses 

where decentralisation and off-grid energy systems are likely to occur and how it might 

impact the centralised electricity system.  

2.1 Energy security 

Energy security is a broad term with various definitions. Traditionally, energy security 

has been associated with securing access to oil and other fossil fuels. However, as the 

energy market has changed and become more global and diverse, the need for a more 

comprehensive definition has arisen (von Hippel et al., 2011). Energy security is today 

often used as an argument for renewable energy. Renewable energy sources are 

expected to improve several aspects of energy security, for instance by increasing the 

diversity in the energy system which makes it less vulnerable to disturbances. 

Furthermore, renewable energy sources are less concentrated in certain areas and are 

more or less available in all countries. However, renewable energy systems face other 

types of problems compared to fossil fuels which lead to new security issues, as 

competition for scarce land resources and the variable nature of renewable energy 

sources (Johansson, 2013). The concept of energy security is related to the concept of 

security in general. When discussing security there are three major questions to 

consider: what to protect, what risks to protect from and how to protect. How energy 

security is defined and employed in different countries depends on several factors. Is the 

country energy resources-rich or energy resources-poor? Are market forces allowed to 

operate or are government interventions used? Is long-term or short-term planning 

used? The local conditions of the country affect how the security questions are 

answered (von Hippel et al., 2011). In this study, the International Energy Agency’s 

definition of energy security is employed. IEA define energy security as “the 

uninterrupted availability of energy sources at an affordable price” (IEA, 2018). 

2.1.1 Critical infrastructures and risk management  

The modern society is exposed to a variety of threats which, if they materialise, may 

have a severe impact on the core functioning of the society (Johansson et al., 2016). 

Critical infrastructures are technical systems which are vital for the daily life of people 

and the operation of the industry. Their importance is mainly due to the facilities and 

utilities they provide, which serve as building blocks in the society. During the past 

decades, critical infrastructures have undergone large changes. They have become both 

more dependent and interdependent on each other, which increase their complexity. The 

difference between dependency and interdependency is illustrated in Figure 1. A 

complex system built from many interacting components is exposed to a higher risk of 
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failure due to the possibility of malfunctioning in one of its components. As the systems 

become more complex, it also becomes more time-consuming and complicated to 

estimate the effectiveness of each component (Ghorbani and Bagheri, 2008). Many 

critical infrastructures are becoming more large-scale as they are increasingly connected 

across geographical borders. It makes them more efficient, but also more vulnerable as 

the potential for large-scale disruptions increases. The importance of critical 

infrastructures has been demonstrated in numerous infrastructure breakdowns over the 

years, as the U.S blackout in 2003 and the storms Gudrun and Per in Sweden in 2005 

and 2007 respectively (Johansson et al., 2013).  

 

Figure 1. Illustration of dependency and interdependency. 

A central policy goal for most countries is to strive towards having a well-functioning 

energy system which can withstand smaller and greater disturbances. National and local 

governments have a central role in risk management. It includes preventing, managing 

of and recovering from crises or emergencies. To succeed, firms, civic organisation, and 

potentially also households play an important role as well. Threats to the energy system 

can have different causes and impact different parts of the energy system. Some 

disturbances may cause an interruption in the energy supply, while others may affect the 

price. Risk management strategies are supposed to limit the negative consequences of 

disturbances. It can be done by preventing, withstanding or limiting them, handling the 

negative consequences that do occur and helping the recovery of the system. Reducing 

vulnerability may, for instance, be done by having a high diversity in the energy supply. 

The diversity of energy supply technologies is important for handling longer stress 

situations, while flexibility and storage capacity are more relevant for short-term 

shocks. Risk management strategies may sometimes be expected to be carried out by 

actors that are not traditionally seen as part of the energy system, but for instance from 

actors from foreign affairs, defence, trade or social services. Furthermore, municipalities 

and civil organisations are essential in handling the consequences of for example a cut 

in energy supply (Johansson et al., 2016).  

2.1.2 The Swedish electricity system 

The energy system is a complex system. It can be divided into four parts: energy supply 

(e.g. renewable energy sources or fossil fuels), energy transformation (e.g. electricity or 

heat production), energy distribution (e.g. through the grid) and lastly energy usage (e.g. 

for heating or transportation) (Energimyndigheten, 2018d). In Sweden, the electricity 

system is a relatively robust and reliable system, but as seen in many other countries, 
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the electricity system is changing. The traditional electricity system is based on a 

centralised and large-scale electricity production which is distributed to the end 

consumers by the electricity grid. The Swedish electricity grid can be divided into the 

transmission network (or national grid) and the distribution network (or regional and 

local grids) (Huang et al., 2017, 3-8). During the 21st century, there has been a rapid 

increase in renewable energy sources within the electricity system. By increasing the 

use of renewable energy, the climate impact can be reduced, and a more ecological 

sustainable electricity system can be obtained. However, the variable nature of 

renewable energy sources and their decentralised production put new requirements on 

the electricity grid, as flexibility and balancing processes (Energimyndigheten, 2017, 

34-39). 

The electricity production in Sweden is mainly dominated by hydropower and nuclear 

power, which stand for approximately 80 % of the production. In 2015, Sweden had an 

electricity production of 159 TWh. Of the production, 47 % came from hydropower, 34 

% from nuclear power, 10 % from wind power and 9 % from combustion-based 

production. The electricity production from hydropower is highly dependent on the 

water access and was higher than a normal year in 2015; 75 TWh in 2015 compared to 

63 TWh in 2014. The nuclear power produced 54 TWh in 2015, which was less than a 

normal year. During 2015, two reactors were discontinued, whereas only one of them 

was restarted. Nine reactors were active at that point. In 2017, another reactor, 

Oskarshamn 1, was discontinued as well. Until 2020, the reactors Ringhals 1 and 2 will 

also be discontinued. The electricity production from wind power increased a lot from 

2014 to 2015. It produced 16 TWh and 743 MW wind power was installed that year. In 

2015, solar power stood for a small but increasing part of the electricity production, 

approximately 97 GWh or 0.06 % of Sweden’s total electricity production. It was a 

twofold increase since the year before (Energimyndigheten, 2017, 34-36).  

In general, it has been an increased demand for electricity in all sectors of society. It 

has, for instance, increased due to the automation in the manufacturing industry and the 

increased share of electricity-powered vehicles (Schweden, 2017, 20-21). In 2015, the 

total electricity usage was 137 TWh in Sweden. The electricity usage mainly comes 

from the residential and service sector, but the industry sector also stands for a large 

share. The electricity usage is affected by several factors, as for instance, change in 

population or change of industries and businesses. The outdoor temperature is also an 

important factor as electricity-powered heating is common in Sweden. Furthermore, 

economic and technological development and electricity prices are some factors that can 

affect electricity usage (Energimyndigheten, 2017, 34-36). 

2.1.3 Responsibilities and the emergency preparedness system 

The Swedish emergency preparedness system aims to protect life and health, critical 

infrastructures and fundamental values within the society. As many of the activities in 

the society are highly interdependent, it is important with a risk management system 

with joint responsibilities among crucial stakeholders (MSB, 2015). The Swedish 
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emergency preparedness system is built on three fundamental principles: responsibility, 

equality, and subsidiarity. The principle of responsibility refers to that whoever is 

responsible during normal circumstances maintain that responsibility during a crisis or 

emergency. The principle of equality refers to that organisations should, for as long as 

possible, try to maintain their normal functioning during a crisis or emergency. Lastly, 

the principle of subsidiarity refers to that crisis and emergencies should be dealt with 

locally and by those closest responsible (Energimyndigheten, 2013, 8). In Sweden, local 

and regional governments and national government agencies are required to conduct 

capability analysis and assessments (Johansson et al., 2016). As established by the 

constitution, every government agency whose field of responsibility is affected by the 

crisis or emergency is responsible to take the necessary measures to handle the 

consequences of the situation. Some of the government agencies have been given 

additional responsibility to organise and take measures to handle crises, prevent 

vulnerabilities and resist threats and risks. Among them are the Swedish Civil 

Contingencies Agency and the Swedish Energy Agency (Energimyndigheten, 2013, 

18). 

However, who is responsible for what is not always obvious. The Swedish electricity 

grid has traditionally been developed in a monopoly context. During the past decades, 

however, many European countries have moved towards deregulation (Andersson et al., 

2005, 7). According to Palm (2008), the deregulation of the electricity market has 

caused a responsibility gap. After the deregulation, the responsibility for the security of 

supply become unclear and actors become uncertain of their role in the deregulated 

market (Palm, 2008). The reduced role of governments as energy suppliers, in 

combination with private companies’ own vested interests, has led to a gap between the 

governments’ emergency management and the private actors. Private companies need to 

minimize expenses and maximize revenues (Andersson et al., 2005, 7). They might lack 

the economic incentive or ability to invest in an electricity grid that is secure to the level 

desired by the society. Swedish municipalities have a general social responsibly towards 

their citizens. They must ensure that the citizens do not suffer from prolonged outages. 

Several municipalities have reserve generation capacity for critical functions, like 

hospitals, to use in case of emergency, most commonly supplied by diesel-generating 

units. In case of an outage, it is up to the municipalities and energy companies to 

prioritize customers if necessary. Energy supply is a basic need for the society, which 

makes it important that it is clarified who is responsible for what and how it will be 

financed (Palm, 2008).  

2.1.4 Reliability in the Swedish electricity system 

According to the Energy Policy Commission, Sweden should have a “robust electricity 

network with high security of supply and low environmental impact, and offer electricity 

at competitive prices. This creates a long-term perspective and clarity for actors in the 

market, and helps generate new jobs and investment in Sweden.” (Schweden, 2017, 23). 

A disruption in electricity supply can be caused by several factors. Electricity customers 
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usually experience three kinds of disruptions: an electrical energy shortage, an electrical 

power shortage, or a blackout. Shortage in electrical energy refers to a long-lasting 

situation where the supply of electrical energy cannot meet the demand for electrical 

energy. Shortage of electrical power refers to a situation when the current demand for 

electricity exceeds the current possible supply of electricity. A blackout refers to a 

situation when there is a disruption in supply, for instance, caused by extreme weather 

(Energimyndigheten, 2017, 42). Security of supply refers to the ability to transfer 

electricity to the customers without interruptions. (Huang et al., 2017, 4). For outages 

longer than 12 hours, the electricity customers have the right to get compensated for the 

outage. Unplanned disruptions in supply are not allowed to exceed 24 hours unless they 

are caused by factors beyond the control of the electricity grid companies 

(Energimyndigheten, 2017, 42) 

Sweden has relatively good security of supply. In 2016, a relatively calm year weather-

wise, the average outage lasted for 76 minutes and the average number of outages per 

customer were 1.2 outages during that year. However, there was a large variation 

between the customers. About half of the customers did not experience any outage at 

all, while about 0.5 % had more than 11 outages. Approximately 6 300 distribution 

network customers had at least one outage longer than 24 hours during 2016. In general, 

the security of supply is better in the conurbations compared to the rural areas. The 

electricity grid in rural areas is more exposed to weather-induced disturbances, which 

are the most common cause of outages, and has fewer rerouting opportunities (Huang et 

al., 2017, 3-8). Even though 2016 was a relatively good year regarding the security of 

supply, other years and especially certain areas have been more exposed to outages. 

Gotland is an example of an area that has been especially vulnerable to outages. Only in 

July 2018, the island experienced 15 outages due to maintenance work. Gotland is 

reliant on its two cables two the mainland for electric power supply (TT, 

2018)(Aftonbladet, 2018). It has been discussed if a third cable should be built, but in 

May 2017 Svenska Kraftnät decided to stop their initial plan to build a new cable as the 

costs were considered too high compared to the benefits (Svenska Kraftnät, 2017). The 

cable would have been important for both import to and export of electrical energy from 

Gotland. The several outages on the island have, for instance, been critical for the 

industry on the island. For the company Cementa, a disruption in supply for even a few 

seconds, cause disruptions in the production. After a disruption, it takes up to 24 hours 

before full production is operating again (Entreprenör, 2018). 

In a study done by Carlsson and Martinsson (2008), factors affecting how much 

Swedish households were willing to pay to reduce the number of power outages were 

analysed. The results indicated that the duration and timing of the outages had a large 

impact on how much people were willing to pay. The willingness to pay increased with 

the duration of the outages, as well as if the outage occurred during a weekend or during 

the winter months. Furthermore, the results showed that respondents who lived in big 

cities were willing to pay less to avoid an outage compared to respondents living in 

smaller cities (Carlsson and Martinsson, 2008).  
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2.1.5 Case study: Gudrun 

In January 2005, Sweden was hit by the storm Gudrun which had a severe impact on the 

society. An extensive outage occurred in southern Sweden and transportation and 

telecommunication were affected. The outage affected over 660 000 electricity 

customers and lasted in average for four days. Most customers got their electricity back 

after one day, but for some households, the outage lasted for as long as 45 days. The 

outage mainly affected rural areas, while conurbations experienced an outage for only a 

few hours. During the storm, forest corresponding to the amount that is lumbered during 

a whole year fell or were cut down. The total costs of the storm’s aftermaths were 

estimated to 10 billion SEK (Statens energimyndighet, 2005, 4). 

During Gudrun, municipalities solved the need for backup energy and prioritization 

between consumers in different ways. In general, the municipalities were badly 

prepared for the consequences of a storm like Gudrun and lacked a plan for how to 

handle such an extensive and long-lasting outage. Many municipalities accepted any 

backup energy sources that were offered, prioritising to secure power instead of 

negotiating price. As a consequence, the post-storm restoration efforts and 

administrative burdens were huge for many municipalities. After Gudrun, it was 

discussed if the allowable expense allotted for emergency generation capacity must be 

clarified in the future (Palm, 2008). During a crisis like Gudrun, the municipalities and 

the distribution companies must work together. However, the electricity grid is 

complex, and it can be difficult to overlook its distribution and ownership. The grid 

does not follow the borders of municipalities and counties, which means that several 

distribution companies can operate within the same municipality. In seven of the 

affected counties, there existed over 100 different distributions companies of varying 

sizes, which obstructed cooperation. Furthermore, the distribution market has 

undergone large structural changes (Statens energimyndighet, 2005, 23-24). After 

Gudrun, many distributions companies were, for instance, criticized for having 

overhead distribution lines (Palm, 2008).  

The normal functioning of the society was restored relatively fast after Gudrun, mainly 

due to the large contribution from volunteers. However, the aftermath of the storm had 

shown how vulnerable the Swedish society is. For a few days, the society stopped 

working properly in the affected areas. After the storm Gudrun, the need for secure 

energy supply was heavily debated in the Swedish media. Gudrun drew attention to the 

weak emergency management in Sweden, the weakness of the electricity grid, and the 

loss of reserve capacity. Today it is fairly uncommon with extensive and long-lasting 

outages like the one caused by Gudrun. However, when they do happen, the 

consequences are often severe and far-reaching. Due to climate changes, weather-

induced outages like this are expected to increase in both frequency and severity (Palm, 

2008). However, even though Gudrun had a huge impact on the society, it was 

considered lucky that the consequences were not worse. Gudrun occurred during a 

Saturday which followed a long weekend. Furthermore, the temperature was mild for 

the season which was considered lucky as it was a decreased heat demand. However, 
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the mild temperatures might have contributed to the number of trees that fell during the 

storm, compared to if the ground would have been frozen (Statens energimyndighet, 

2005, 4). 

2.2 Off-grid energy systems 

Hojčková et al. (2018) have attempted to monitor the socio-technical transition in the 

electricity systems around the world. At the beginning of this century, the electricity 

sector around the world was primarily based on a centralized and large-scale 

production. By mapping accumulation and alignment of structural transformation 

processes, Hojčková et al. identified three idealised electricity system futures based on 

renewable energy: the super-grid, the smart-grid, and the off-grid system. The super-

grid system is based on a highly centralized renewable electricity production and large-

scale transmission over long distances. The smart-grid system is based on a 

decentralized interconnected electricity production with small-scale production with 

renewable energy. The system consists of prosumers; customers that both consume and 

produce electricity. Information and communication technology are expected to play an 

important role in efficiency, reliability and security within the system. The last scenario, 

the off-grid system, is based on stand-alone systems of electricity production and 

distribution, with large-scale grid defection. The system support either single-family 

households or local communities through micro-grids. Going off-grid has become a 

feasible option due to falling prices of renewable technologies as solar panels and 

batteries (Hojčková et al., 2018).  

2.2.1 Centralised versus decentralised 

Traditionally, the electricity system has been based on a centralised and large-scale 

electricity production. However, during recent years, the electricity system has come to 

change, largely due to the emergence of renewable energy. Problems as climate change, 

air pollution, and ageing grid infrastructures, have transformed the system towards a 

more small-scale electricity production based on renewable energy (Hojčková et al., 

2018). Traditionally, countries have sought to improve electricity access by centralised 

electrification. This strategy requires large upfront investments but has been a 

successful strategy over the years in both developing and industrial countries. However, 

due to decreasing prices of new decentralised technologies, such as solar panels, small 

wind turbines, and energy storage, the economics that previously motivated the 

centralised approach is now changing (Levin and Thomas, 2016). 

The centralised system is characterized by a small number of large power plants. There 

is a linear flow of electricity from generation through the transmission and distribution 

networks to the demand side. The centralised system is mainly connected to the 

transmission network. Flexibility is balanced over large geographical areas, with 

demand-side management offered by large consumers as the industry. Moreover, 

storage is also often large-scale. The decentralised system, on the other hand, is 

characterised by a large number of small power plants and operators. Whereas 
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centralised systems are mainly connected to the transmission network, decentralised 

systems are often connected to the distribution network. Flexibility is connected to the 

distribution network and covers smaller geographical areas. Storage and demand-side 

management consumers are also much smaller. Due to a large amount of power plants 

and actors within the decentralised system, information and communication technology 

is expected to play a more important role in the decentralised than in the centralised 

case (McKenna, 2018). 

Renewable energy sources as solar power and wind power are characterised by their 

decentralised structure. The integration of renewable energies will require measures as 

network strengthening, storage, increased flexibility, and intelligent control systems 

(McKenna, 2018). The increasing capacities of renewable power plants have come to 

change the electricity system in countries as Germany and Denmark. In Germany, 

development of both centralised and decentralised elements can be observed, where 

both have strong political support. Even though the electricity systems can be regarded 

as either centralised or decentralised, a combination of them both is more likely (Funcke 

and Bauknecht, 2016). Which approach is most economically favourable, however, is 

debatable. Some people find that a renewable and thereby decentralised expansion 

would be favourable, due to the expensive network expansion that would be required in 

the centralised case. Others reach the opposite conclusion and claim that a centralised or 

hybrid approach would be more economically favourable than a purely decentralised 

one (McKenna, 2018). 

2.2.2 Off-grid where and for who? 

Off-grid energy systems have primarily been seen as an option for countries without 

access to well-functioning electricity grids. The idea of off-grid systems is not new, but 

it has often been regarded as a temporary solution. However, this is now changing and 

off-grid solutions are now seen as a viable alternative to the traditional centralised 

system (Hojčková et al., 2018). Developing countries, with less developed centralised 

electricity infrastructures, have a chance to quickly adapt to these new technologies. In 

many developing countries, centralised power systems are still underdeveloped and only 

reach a minor part of the population. Even when they do exist, they may not be 

affordable, reliable, or well-functioning. Outages are common due to generation 

capacity shortage or poor grid infrastructures. For many households, outages occur on 

daily basis and they are reliant on backup generation. Due to decreasing prices of solar 

panels and energy storage, the economics that once motivated the centralised approach 

is changing. That is especially the case for regions where grid expansion is expensive, 

or where the electricity demand is low. Developing countries have a unique opportunity 

to bypass the traditional centralised approach and instead go directly for a more 

decentralised approach, especially for regions without access to an existing electricity 

grid today. A similar development was seen for the cellular phone, where developing 

countries bypassed the traditional landlines and instead directly adopted the cellular 

phones (Levin and Thomas, 2016). 
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Today, off-grid systems are no longer only regarded as an option for developing 

countries. Recently, attention has been drawn to the off-grid system as an option also in 

industrial countries. In industrial countries, there are often individuals or communities 

that promote off-grid energy systems. They may strive to leave the electricity grid due 

to economic reasons, to increase their independence, or to promote a more sustainable 

approach. In Australia, high electricity prices and a high risk of electricity outages due 

to natural disasters have created favourable conditions for off-grid systems (Hojčková et 

al., 2018). Grid parity, when an alternative energy source is cheaper or equally 

expensive as buying electricity from the grid, is a strong driver towards higher energy 

autonomy at the local level. The rapid decrease in cost for solar panels has made 

generation cost cheaper than the electricity price in many countries. Without energy 

storage or behavioural interventions, a household can be self-sufficiency to about 20-40 

%. Energy storage is still relatively expensive, but the prices of batteries are expected to 

decrease quickly in the coming years which further increase the economic possibility to 

be fully autonomous. However, today most autonomous regions still rely on the 

overarching centralised energy system for flexibility and controllability (McKenna, 

2018).  

2.2.3 Prosumers impact on the electricity grid 

In industrial countries, the emergence of decentralised technologies has caused a 

concern that it will cause a so-called “utility death spiral”. The possibility of a death 

spiral for electric utilities was first discussed in the 1960s. Now the debate has arisen 

again, but this time caused by the rapid development and cost reduction of technologies 

as solar power which directly affect the revenue of the utility (Sun and Tong, 2017). As 

individuals or communities increase their degree of local energy autonomy, they reduce 

their import from the electricity grid and thereby also their contribution to the overall 

network costs (McKenna, 2018). Today, the cost of the electricity grid infrastructure is 

mostly covered by customers based on a volumetric grid tariff. The volumetric grid 

tariff charges the customers per used kWh. Under a volumetric tariff, solar prosumers 

can reduce their electricity bill by only paying for electricity used when their solar 

production cannot cover their demand (Kubli, 2018). The loss of revenue and demand 

can have a great impact on the utilities, as they still need to build and maintain 

transmission and distribution capacity to provide reliability. Even most prosumers are 

reliant on the grid for support when their solar production is not enough to satisfy their 

electricity demand. Under the current circumstances, however, the prosumers do not pay 

for this service (Muaafa et al., 2017). The utility death spiral is a positive feedback loop. 

As the electricity demand from the grid decreases, the retail electric prices increase 

which affects the remaining customers. It increases the incentive for the remaining 

customers to also decrease their dependence on the electric grid, and thereby a negative 

trend is created making the utility an unsustainable business (Laws et al., 2017). For 

instance, in Hawaii, approximately 12 % of the households have solar panels. Since 

2007, it has been a 21 % decline in residential electricity sales (Muaafa et al., 2017). 
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However, even though there is a legitimate concern for a utility death spiral, several 

studies have shown that it is unlikely going to be a real problem. Muaafa et al. (2017) 

studied if the adoption of rooftop solar panels could trigger a utility death spiral. They 

studied two cities in the US and reached the conclusion that there is no real concern for 

the rooftop solar panels to actually cause a utility death spiral. They found that several 

factors would prevent the adoption of solar power to overwhelm the utilities. Firstly, the 

number of solar panels that can be installed is limited by the number of buildings and 

available rooftop area. Secondly, the adoption to solar power is not happening 

instantaneous but stepwise. Lastly, even if all residential buildings actually would install 

solar panels, there still exists a non-residential demand that is relying on grid support 

(Muaafa et al., 2017). In another study, made by Laws et al. (2017), they studied if the 

solar power in combination with a battery system could cause a utility death spiral. 

They also reached the conclusion that it was highly unlikely that it would actually cause 

a utility death spiral. The pricing structure will have a significant impact on a utility’s 

customer retention. They argued that utilities will most likely have time to adjust their 

business model and pricing structure and thereby be able to maintain profits and prevent 

grid-defection. Many utilities are already adapting to alternative pricing structures, 

which shows that they are adapting to the rapidly changing market. The utilities may not 

be able to affect the consumers’ behaviour, but they can control the pricing structure. As 

the price for decentralised generation and battery systems are likely to decrease in the 

near future, the utilities will have to find a balance between maintaining a profit while 

providing decentralised generation customers with reasonable compensation for the 

excess generation (Laws et al., 2017). Since off-grid systems have become a viable 

option, many local utilities and electricity suppliers now offer a combined solar power 

and battery system with grid access in order to keep customers connected to the grid 

(Hojčková et al., 2018). 

2.2.4 Decentralisation and off-grid in Sweden today 

Traditionally, Sweden has had a large-scale and centralised electricity production. 

However, as seen in many other countries, Sweden is moving towards a more 

decentralised approach. Decentralised production and intelligent networks make the 

electricity grid more complex, which creates both challenges and opportunities for 

actors on the electricity market (Huang et al., 2017, 8). In 2016, 0.14 % of the 

households connected to the grid were prosumers (Huang et al., 2017, 3). The transition 

towards a decentralised approach is among others supported by subsidies for renewable 

technology. In Sweden, it is possible to apply for financial support for the installation of 

solar systems. The government has committed capital to support solar power as a step 

towards the adoption of a renewable energy system. As from January 2018, it is 

possible to apply for financial support of maximum 30 % of the investment costs. Any 

actor as companies, public organisations, and private individuals can apply for support 

when installing a solar system connected to the grid. Furthermore, private individuals 

can apply for financial support for installing an energy storage system for self-produced 

electricity. The purpose is to increase the usage of self-produced electricity by storing 
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the excess energy when there is an overproduction and use the stored energy when there 

is an underproduction. The maximal financial support is 60 % of the investment costs, 

however maximum 50 000 SEK. The financial support is given for energy storage 

systems used to store self-produced electricity produced from renewable power plant 

connected to the grid (Energimyndigheten, 2018e). As from January 2019, however, the 

subsidies for renewable technologies will decrease due to the latest national budget 

(Sveriges Radio, 2018).  

In case of an outage, however, most solar systems will not produce any electricity.  Due 

to safety reasons, the production is turned off to make sure no electricity is going out on 

the grid during reparation work (Vattenfall, n.d.). Today, for the system to produce 

electricity during an outage, the system needs to be fully off-grid or additional 

components need to be installed. There exist examples of actors who have decided to go 

fully off-grid. Hans-Olof Nilsson has gotten attention since he built his own off-grid 

house outside of Gothenburg in Sweden. The house has been operating since 2015 and 

is powered by solar power. Energy storage consisting of batteries and hydrogen gas is 

used. The batteries have a capacity of 144 kWh and are used during the night, for 

charging of two electric cars, and to handle power peaks. The hydrogen gas is mainly 

used during winter and to charge the batteries to manage the power peaks. Nilsson 

estimates to be able to produce 2 500-3 000 m3 hydrogen gas. Fuel cell technology is 

thereafter used to convert the hydrogen gas to electricity and heat. The household can be 

completely self-sufficient, even during winter when the sunshine is scarce. Hans-Olof 

Nilsson has now founded a company to be a provider of complete commercial off-grid 

solutions to support similar projects (Nilsson Energy, n.d.)(Alpman, 2016). One of 

those projects is Zero Sun. Zero Sun is a project in Skellefteå, northern Sweden, where 

a modern house self-sufficient on solar power will be built. The energy system will 

consist of solar panels, batteries, electrolysers, geothermal energy, hydrogen gas, and 

fuel cells. The purpose of the project is to show that if it is possible to build an off-grid 

house in the northern parts of Sweden, with barely any sun during winter, it is possible 

to build it anywhere (Skellefteå Kraft, n.d.).   
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3. Overview of technologies 

This chapter gives a brief overview of the technological background relevant to this 

study. The purpose of this section is to give the reader a better understanding of the 

functioning of the components part of an off-grid energy system, which is relevant for 

understanding the design of the model in section 4. First, the concepts relevant for this 

study are explained. Thereafter the technological components used for the off-grid 

energy system in this study are explained. A short explanation of their functioning is 

given and thereafter some general information about them. 

3.1 Definitions 

3.1.1 U-value 

The heat transfer coefficient, the U-value, is a measure of heat losses through the 

building envelope. It was used in the model to calculate heat loss caused by heat 

transmission through the building envelope. A lower U-value indicates better insulation 

of the building and differs for different materials. The U-value has the unit W/m2 K 

(European Commission, 2014). 

3.1.2 G-value 

The g-value is a measure of the transmittance of solar radiation through windows. It was 

used in the model to calculate the solar heat gain of the reference building. The g-value 

range between 0 and 1, where 0 corresponds to no transmittance and 1 to the maximum 

possible solar heat gain. Higher g-values are usually better for buildings in cooler 

climates, whereas lower g-values are better in warmer climates. The g-value normally 

range between 0.2 and 0.7 (Designing Buildings, 2018).  

3.1.3 Albedo 

The albedo is a measure of how much solar radiation that is reflected from a surface. It 

was used in the model to calculate the solar radiation at the windows and the solar 

panels. The albedo ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 corresponds to no reflection and 1 to full 

reflection. Lighter bodies have a higher albedo than darker bodies. A rock surface has 

an albedo between 0.12-0.18, while green grass and forest has an albedo between 0.08-

0.27. Fresh snow can have an albedo up to 0.90. The average albedo of the Earth is 0.30 

(Park and Allaby, 2017). 

3.1.4 Azimuth angle 

The azimuth angle is the angle between the sun’s position relative to the south. It was 

used in the model to calculate the solar radiation at the windows and the solar panels. 

Different conventions exist for which azimuth angle represents which cardinal direction. 

In this study, 0o represented south, 90o west, -90o east and 180o north. According to 
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other conventions used, 0o may, for instance, represent north and 180o south. The 

azimuth angle 0o (south) is considered the best year-round energy harvest orientation of 

a fixed PV array (Price, 2014, 35-43). 

3.1.5 Global and diffuse horizontal radiation 

Solar radiation can be divided into direct and diffuse solar radiation. Direct solar 

radiation is solar radiation arriving on a surface directly from the sun. Diffuse solar 

radiation, on the other hand, is solar radiation arriving on a surface after being scattered 

by atmospheric particles, for instance, water droplets and clouds, or from ambient 

reflection. The sum of the direct and diffuse solar radiation is called global radiation 

(Häberlin, 2012, 11-12). Global and diffuse irradiance at Borås was used in the model to 

calculate the solar heat gain at the reference building and the electricity production from 

solar power.  

3.1.6 The thermal inertia of a building 

A building’s inertia is its ability to delay and reduce heat flow fluctuations. It was used 

in the model to calculate the time it took the reference building to cool down to a certain 

indoor temperature when no heating was added. Buildings with a larger amount of 

thermal mass can often withstand sudden temperature changes better. It has, for 

instance, been observed in medieval churches with large thermal mass, which can 

maintain a cool indoor temperature without active cooling even during hot summers. 

The thermal inertia of a building can help reduce the need for heating or cooling and is, 

therefore, an important factor to consider in building design (Verbeke and Audenaert, 

2018).  

3.2 Technological components 

3.2.1 Exhaust air heat pump 

A heat pump makes use of heat from the ground, geothermal or air and returns it to a 

building. A heat pump can be used for heating of building and/or heating of hot water. 

An exhaust air heat pump is connected to the ventilation system and reuse heat from the 

outgoing indoor air. For an exhaust air heat pump to work, it is required that the 

building is equipped with a controlled ventilation system. Exhaust air heat pumps are 

common in buildings built from 1980 and forward. An exhaust air heat pump saves up 

to 65% of the energy used for heating of a house compared to an electrically heated 

house. The Seasonal Coefficient of Performance, SCOP, shows how efficiently the heat 

pump generates heat and hot water over a year. A SCOP of 3.0 means that for each kWh 

of electricity that goes into the heat pump, 3 kWh of heat comes out 

(Energimyndigheten, 2015b). The outgoing air is a good heat source as it has a 

temperature of around 20 oC all year around. A standard type of exhaust air heat pump 

lowers the temperature of the outgoing air from 20 oC to 5 oC. However, there exist 

exhaust air heat pumps that can lower the temperature of the outgoing air from 20 oC to 
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-15 oC. The price for an exhaust air heat pump range between 25 000 – 80 000 SEK, 

installation excluded, depending on type and size of the heat pump (Energi- & 

klimatrådgivningen, 2017). 

3.2.2 Solar power 

A solar cell converts solar radiation into electricity. It is based on the photovoltaic effect 

which can be described as the emergence of an electric voltage between two electrodes 

attached to a liquid or solid system. As the sunlight reaches the system, electrons are set 

to motion which causes an electric current. The solar cell generates directs current, DC, 

which is converted into alternating current, AC, with the help of converter technology. 

The efficiency of a solar cell typically ranges between 13-16 %. The solar cells are 

packed into panels, which both works as a protection of the solar cells and can deliver a 

higher voltage than a single solar cell (Goetzberger and Hoffmann, 2005, 1-2).  

The first solar cell was developed at Bell Laboratories in 1954. For many years, the 

main application was as a power supply for space vehicles. Due to the capability of 

direct conversion from solar radiation to electricity, the long lifetime of a photovoltaic 

panel and the free source of energy (the sun) there was a great interest in photovoltaics 

and the applications for it developed (Goetzberger and Hoffmann, 2005, 2). Today there 

exists different types of solar cells which vary in design, efficiency, and price. Which 

type that is best suited for a building depends on the household’s requirements and 

conditions. The market for solar cell panels is today dominated by solar cell panels 

made of silicon. The silicon solar cell panels are generally manufactured in 

monocrystalline or polycrystalline cell formation. The monocrystalline cells are made 

up of single silicon crystals, while polycrystalline cells are made up of fragments of 

silicon. The monocrystalline solar panels are usually more efficient than polycrystalline, 

and hence usually more expensive (Energimyndigheten, 2018a). The price of a solar 

panel system depends on the size and type of solar panels. For a system of 5 kW, the 

cost today would be approximately 95 000 SEK (Energimyndigheten, 2018b). 

3.2.3 Wind power 

A wind turbine converts wind power into mechanical power. The available power in the 

wind is proportional to the density of the air, the area of the turbine rotor and the 

velocity in the cube. It means that a 10 % increase in the wind speed would increase the 

available power by 30 %. A wind turbine cannot make use of all available wind power 

as it would cause congestion. Instead, there exists a theoretical upper limit for the 

amount of power the wind turbine can utilise which was first discovered by Betz in 

1926. According to Betz-law, the theoretical maximum power that can be extracted 

from the wind is 59 %. In reality, however, that efficiency will not be reached due to 

other losses in the system. The electricity production from a wind turbine depends on 

the cut-in and cut-out wind speed and the rated capacity. When there is no or little wind, 

the wind turbine is set to standby mode. The cut-in wind speed is the speed at which the 

wind turbine starts to operate. If there is a strong wind, the wind turbine is turned off to 
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prevent unnecessary wear of the turbine. The cut-out wind speed is the speed at which 

the electricity production is stopped. The rated capacity is the maximum electricity 

production of the wind turbine. At the rated wind speed the turbine reaches its 

maximum electricity production. At wind speeds above, the electricity production will 

not increase. The cut-in, cut-out and rated wind speed are illustrated in Figure 2. The 

rated wind speed is often between 12-16 m/s and the cut-out wind speed is usually 

between 20-25 m/s depending on the wind turbine (Ackermann, 2005, 34-36). 

 

Figure 2. Electricity production. Cut-in wind speed at v = 2 m/s and cut-out wind speed 

at v = 50 m/s. Rated power 400 W. 

Horizontal axis turbines, also known as propeller-type turbines, currently dominate 

among wind turbine applications. A horizontal axis wind turbine consists of a nacelle 

mounted on top of a tower. The nacelle consists of a generator, a gearbox, and a rotor. 

There exist different techniques which can point the nacelle towards or remove the 

nacelle from the wind direction (Ackermann, 2005, 21).  A wind power station may 

consist of a single or multiple wind turbines. Small-scaled wind power stations have a 

rated power up to 100 kW. For holiday houses and single-family houses, wind turbines 

with a rated power between 0.5-3 kW are often used. A building permit is not needed if 

the total height falls below 20 m and the rotor diameter does not exceed 3 m. Small-

scale wind power stations are used both as complements to the electricity grid or for off-

grid houses. The cost for a small-scaled wind power station varies depending on size 

and type. Due to low demand for small-scale wind power stations, high prices and 
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varying qualities there does not exist a large supply of small-scale wind power turbines 

(Bärtås, 2014). A complete wind power system of 40 kW cost about 1 000 000 SEK 

(Ruin, 2017).   

At most parts of the world, wind energy only supplies a fraction of the total energy 

demand. At some places, however, as Northern Germany and Denmark, the wind 

energy supplies a significant amount of the total energy demand. During the past 

decades, the demand for wind power has increased while the costs of manufacturing 

have decreased. During the 1970s, as the first oil crises occurred, the interest in wind 

power increased. It re-emerged again in the 1990s as one of the most important 

sustainable energy resources. Wind energy is often regarded as environmentally 

friendly, however, it is not carbon dioxide emission free due to production and 

transportation. Also, noise and visual impact of the wind turbines need to be taken into 

consideration for the public acceptance of wind energy technology (Ackermann, 2005, 

26-28).  

3.2.4 Rechargeable battery 

A battery converts electrical energy into chemical energy, which is stored within the 

unit. A cell is the core element of a battery. For most portable electronics, a single cell is 

enough to satisfy the energy and power need. For larger applications, several cells are 

required. The cells are then electrically integrated into modules and packed into battery 

packs. The performance of a battery is typically qualified by the energy density, power 

capability, cycle life, and safety. The cost of battery material and engineering may also 

be considered (Zhang, Zhang, 2015, 1-2). 

For the past decades, lithium-ion batteries have dominated the market. They are widely 

used in several mobile consumer electronics, such as laptops, cellular phones, and 

cameras. Furthermore, lithium-ion batteries are being developed for large-scale 

applications such as for the electric transportation sector and for stationary electrical 

energy storage applications. Batteries in a stationary grid can work for a more effective 

harvest of renewable solar and wind power. Renewable energy sources are intermittent 

and rely on electrical energy storage systems for stable and consistent power delivery 

(Zhang, Zhang, 2015, 1-2). There already exist several rechargeable batteries for homes 

on the market. The price roughly ranges between 30 000 - 100 000 SEK depending on 

size and capacity (Muoio, 2017). Among electrical energy storage systems, 

rechargeable batteries are a promising alternative due to their high energy density and 

high energy efficiency. However, despite the success within the portable electronic 

market, lithium-ion batteries still face some challenges for large-scale applications. 

These challenges vary with the applications and concern aspects as energy and power 

density, cycling life, and safety. The overall cost to compete with the combustion 

engine for transportation and the fossil fuel energy for electrical energy storage is also a 

challenge. Other batteries than lithium-ion are also being used or developed, as lead-

acid, lithium-sulphur and metal-air batteries (Zhang, Zhang, 2015, 1-2).   
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3.2.5 Hydrogen gas storage 

A hydrogen gas storage system consists of three main parts: an electrolyser producing 

hydrogen gas, storage for the hydrogen gas and a fuel cell for converting the hydrogen 

gas to electricity. Hydrogen gas is not a fuel source, but an energy carrier. The hydrogen 

fuel cycle is a process which begins and ends with plain water. By the process of 

electrolysis, the water is split into hydrogen and oxygen. It is thereafter recombined by a 

fuel cell which produces electricity and water vapour. There exist three basic storing 

methods for hydrogen: compressed hydrogen gas, liquid hydrogen or solid storage of 

hydrogen. Storage by compression is the most common method. High-pressure gas steel 

cylinders are then used, which operates at a maximum pressure of 200 bar. Higher 

pressures can be reached depending on the tensile strength of the cylinder material. 

Light weighted composite cylinders have been developed which can withstand a 

pressure up to 800 bar. Hydrogen density does not follow a linear function over the 

increase of pressure. Hydrogen compression is achieved by increasing the pressure of 

the gas by reducing its volume. The energy used for compression does not only produce 

an increased pressure but also generates heat (Carriveau and Ting, 2016, 2-17).  

Hydrogen is abundant (e.g. within the water) and evenly distributed over the world 

providing security in energy. However, electrolysis requires electricity. Conventional 

energy sources are often used, which has led to that the carbon dioxide emission of the 

hydrogen has remained more or less high. With the use of renewable energy sources, 

however, “green” hydrogen can be produced (Carriveau and Ting, 2016, 2). Hydrogen 

gas storage is of interest as it can be stored in large amounts and for a long period of 

time. It is, among others, of interest within the industry sector as a part of the energy 

transition. It can also work as a complement to the battery in the energy storage system 

for vehicles. Batteries are often used for short-term energy storage, but for long-term 

storage new types of storage, such as hydrogen gas storage, are requested (Hydrogen 

Europe, 2017). Hydrogen gas storage for residential buildings are not yet established on 

the market, however, it is under development.  
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4. Method 

This chapter explains how the study was carried out. First, an overall explanation is 

given of the general execution of the study. Thereafter, it is explained how the model 

was created for the energy calculations of the study. First is described how the energy 

demand was calculated for the reference building. Next, it is explained how the 

renewable off-grid energy system was designed to satisfy the energy demand. Lastly, 

this chapter describes how the sensitivity analysis was carried out.  

4.1 Execution of the study 

This study is primarily based on the results from simulations done with the computing 

language MATLAB. A model was created to calculate the energy demand of a building 

and dimension a renewable off-grid energy system which could satisfy that energy 

demand on an hourly basis during an outage. Different outage scenarios were 

investigated which differed in season and duration of the outage. The different 

conditions during the outage put different requirements on the renewable off-grid 

energy system. A reference building was designed to represent a standard single-family 

house in Sweden. The purpose of the model was to study the behaviour of a renewable 

off-grid energy system during an outage. A model is always a simplification of reality 

and the purpose of the model was therefore not to give an exact representation of reality 

but rather describe behaviours and estimate the size of such a system. For inspiration to 

the project, a study visit was carried out to the partly off-grid house “House without 

cables” (in Swedish “Hus utan sladd”). Furthermore, inspiration was taken from 

previous research and similar projects. 

Before any simulations were done, the accuracy of the model was evaluated. The model 

was investigated step by step and the plausibility of each calculated parameter was 

evaluated. Furthermore, the results of the model were compared to results from a similar 

calculating program. For the comparison, the program VIP Energy was used. VIP 

Energy calculates the energy performance of buildings. The energy demand of the 

reference building was calculated using the MATLAB-model and VIP Energy. The 

results were compared and if any significant dissimilarities were found adjustments 

were done in the MATLAB-model. The results from VIP Energy are attached in 

Appendix A. 

4.2 Calculations for the energy demand 

This section explains how the energy demand was modelled for the reference building. 

First, it is explained how the load profile was compiled for the household and thereafter 

it is explained how the heat demand of the building was calculated.  
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4.2.1 Household electricity and hot water usage 

The household electricity and hot water usage for the household were calculated using a 

stochastic load model developed by Widén and Wäckelgård (2010). The stochastic load 

model generates stochastic load profiles for a certain number of people and households 

during a given period of time. The model generates synthetic activity sequences for 

individual household members and thereafter generate household electricity and hot 

water usage based on those sequences. For a more detailed explanation of the stochastic 

load model, see Widén and Wäckelgård (2010) and Widén et al. (2009a). The stochastic 

load model generates household electricity usage in W/min and hot water usage in 

l/min. To adjust the data to this model, a mean value was compiled for the household 

electrical power usage for each hour.  The hot water usage was recalculated from l/min 

to the corresponding energy that was required to heat the total volume of water used 

during each hour by the equation 

𝐸hotwater = 𝐾 𝑇diff𝑉,     (1) 

where K (Wh/l K) is the energy required to heat one litre of water one degree, Tdiff (
oC) 

is the temperature difference between the temperature the water was heated from to the 

temperature the water was heated to and V (l) is the volume of hot water used per hour. 

For some of the scenarios, the stochastic load profile was modified. In the modified 

version, some appliances and hot water usage were removed and assumed not to be used 

during the outage to decrease the energy demand. 

4.2.2 Heat demand of the building 

To maintain a constant indoor temperature, thermal heat often must be added. The more 

heat that escapes the building, the more heat must be added to remain a constant indoor 

temperature. The heat demand of the building was thereby dimensioned by the total heat 

loss and the total heat gain of the building. A building loses heat through transmission 

and ventilation, simultaneously as it gains heat from internal activity and solar radiation. 

The total heat demand of the building can be expressed as 

𝑄heat = 𝑄trans + 𝑄vent − 𝑄int − 𝑄sun,    (2) 

where Qtrans (W) is heat loss by transmission, Qvent (W) is the heat loss by ventilation, 

Qint is the heat gain by internal activity and Qsun (W) is the heat gain by solar radiation. 

If Qheat is negative it means that the building requires cooling rather than heating. 

Heat loss through transmission 

A building loses heat by heat transmission through the building envelope. The heat loss 

depends on temperature differences, the surface area and the overall heat transfer 

coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient, the U-value, varies for the different building 

components. The transmission heat loss for the building’s components can be expressed 

as 
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𝑄component = 𝑈component𝐴component(𝑇indoor − 𝑇outdoor),  (3) 

where U (W/m2K) is the heat transfer coefficient for the component, A (m2) is the area 

of the component, Tindoor (
oC) is the indoor temperature and Toutdoor (

oC) is the outdoor 

temperature. The transmission heat loss through the floor is calculated with the ground 

temperature, Tground, instead of the outdoor temperature, Toutdoor. The total transmission 

heat loss can be expressed as 

𝑄trans = 𝑄walls + 𝑄roof + 𝑄windows + 𝑄doors + 𝑄floor,  (4) 

where Qwalls (W) is the transmission heat loss through the walls, Qroof (W) is the 

transmission heat loss through the roof, Qwindows (W) is the transmission heat loss 

through the windows, Qdoors (W) is the transmission heat loss through the doors and 

Qfloor (W) is the transmission heat loss through the floor. 

Heat loss through ventilation 

A building loses heat through ventilation. The heat loss caused by ventilation can be 

expressed as 

𝑄vent,con = 𝑛controlled𝑉 𝜌 𝑐p(𝑇indoor − 𝑇outdoor),   (5) 

where ncontrolled (turnover/h) is the turnover of air, V (m3) is the volume that is ventilated, 

ρ (kg/m3) is the density of air, cp (J/kg K) is the heat capacity of air, Tindoor (
oC) is the 

indoor temperature and Toutdoor (
oC) is the outdoor temperature. Furthermore, a building 

loses heat through uncontrolled ventilation. The heat loss caused by uncontrolled 

ventilation was calculated in the same way as for controlled ventilation. The total heat 

loss caused by controlled and uncontrolled ventilation can be expressed as  

𝑄vent = 𝑄vent,con + 𝑄vent,leak,    (6) 

where Qvent,con (W) is the heat loss caused by controlled ventilation and Qvent,leak (W) is 

the heat loss caused by uncontrolled ventilation.  

Heat gain by solar radiation 

A building gains heat by solar radiation. The solar radiation heats a building directly 

through an opening as a window, or indirectly through the fabric of a building. The heat 

gain by solar radiation can be expressed as  

𝑄sun = (𝐺north𝐴window,north + 𝐺east𝐴window,east +

𝐺south𝐴window,south + 𝐺west𝐴window,west)𝑔,   (7) 

where G (W/m2) is the solar irradiance, A (m2) is the area of the windows and g is the g-

value of the windows. The irradiation, G, was computed using the MATLAB-model 

Solrad, developed by the Department of Engineering Sciences at Uppsala University. 
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Solrad calculates the radiation at a surface based on the global direct irradiance, the 

diffuse horizontal irradiance, the tilt and azimuth angles of the surface and the albedo of 

the surrounding. For a more detailed explanation of the equations that Solrad is based 

on, see Widén and Munkhammar (2017).  

Heat gain by internal activity 

A building gains heat by internal activity. Household appliances and hot water usage 

contribute to heating the building, as well as the people present in the building. The heat 

gain by internal activity can be expressed as 

𝑄int = 𝛼household𝑃household + 𝛼hotwater𝑄hotwater + 𝛼people𝑁people, (8) 

where αhousehold is the percentage of the used power for household appliances that 

contributes to heating, Phousehold (W) is the used power for household appliances, αhotwater 

is the percentage of the used power for hot water that contributes to heating, Qhotwater 

(W) is the used power for hot water, αpeople (W) is the heat contribution from people and 

Npeople is the number of people. The household electricity and hot water usage were 

taken from the stochastic load profile, as well as a presence profile from the activity 

sequence for the residents.  

Indoor temperature 

 

In this model, the indoor temperature was allowed to drop to decrease the heat demand 

of the building during the outage. As the indoor temperature decreased from the initial 

temperature, Tinitial, no heating was added to the building. This formula was thereby 

only used until the temperature had reached the minimum accepted indoor temperature, 

Tminimum. Thereafter, the heat demand was calculated to maintain a constant indoor 

temperature. The indoor temperature for the next time step can be expressed as  

𝑇indoor(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑇indoor(𝑡) +
𝑄heating+𝑄sun+𝑄int−𝑄trans−𝑄vent

𝜏(∑ 𝑈j𝐴j+(𝑛controlled+𝑛leakage)𝑉𝜌𝑐p)
,  (9) 

where Tindoor(t) (
oC) is the indoor temperature at the current time step, Qheating (W) is the 

added heating (in this case equal to zero), Qsun (W) is the heat gain by solar radiation, 

Qint (W) is the heat gain by internal activity, Qtrans (W) is the heat loss by transmission, 

Qvent (W) is the heat loss by ventilation, τ (h) is the building inertia, U (W/m2K) are the 

heat transfer coefficients for the components, A (m2) are the areas of the components, 

ncontrolled (turnover/h) is the controlled turnover of air, nleakage (turnover/h) is the 

uncontrolled turnover of air, V (m3) is the volume that is ventilated, ρ (kg/m3) is the 

density of air and cp (J/kg K) is the heat capacity of air. 

4.3 Calculations for the energy system 

This section explains how the renewable off-grid energy system was dimensioned to 

meet the energy demand of the reference building. First, it is explained how the exhaust 
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heat air pump was sized to meet the heat and hot water demand. The exhaust air heat 

pump uses electricity which was included in the total energy demand. Thereafter it is 

explained how the energy supply was calculated using solar and wind power. Lastly, it 

is explained how the energy storage was calculated using a battery and a hydrogen gas 

storage.  

4.3.1 Exhaust air heat pump 

In this model, an exhaust air heat pump was used for heating of the building and water 

heating. The energy needed to meet the heat demand can be expressed as 

𝐸heatpump =  
𝐸heat

𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑃
+

𝐸hotwater

𝐶𝑂𝑃
,    (10) 

where Eheat (Wh) is the heat energy demand, SCOP is the seasonal coefficient of 

performance for heating of the heat pump, Ehotwater (Wh) is the hot water energy demand 

and COP is the coefficient of performance for water heating of the heat pump. The 

exhaust air heat pump has the maximum power, Pmax (W). 

4.3.2 Solar power 

In this model, solar panels were used for electricity production. The electricity 

production was can be expressed as  

𝑃solar = (𝐺 𝐴panel 𝜂panel)𝑁panels,    (11) 

where G (W/m2) is the solar irradiance, Apanel (m
2) is the area of each solar panel, ηpanel 

is the efficiency of the solar panel and Npanels is the number of panels. G was calculated 

using the MATLAB-model Solrad, which is explained in section 4.2.2. 

4.3.3 Wind power 

In this model, a wind turbine was used for electricity production. The electricity 

production can be expressed as 

𝑃wind =  𝜂windpower
𝜌𝐴𝑣3

2
 ,    (12) 

where ηwindpower is the efficiency of the wind turbine, ρ (kg/m3) the air density, A (m2) 

the area of the rotor and v (m/s) is the wind speed. The electricity production starts at 

the cut-in wind speed, vcut-in (m/s), and stops at the cut-out wind speed, vcut-out (m/s). The 

efficiency of the wind turbine can be expressed as 

𝜂windpower =  
𝑃rated

𝑃nat
 ,     (13) 

where Prated (W) is the rated power and Pnat (W) is the natural power. The rated power, 

Prated, limits the maximum electricity production. The natural power can be expressed as 
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𝑃nat =  
𝜌𝐴𝑣3

2
 .     (14) 

4.3.4 Battery 

In this model, batteries were used for energy storage. In each time step, the model 

evaluated if there was a surplus or shortage of energy. If there was a surplus of energy, 

the battery was charged with the corresponding surplus of energy or until it was fully 

charged. If there was a shortage of energy, the battery was discharged with the 

corresponding shortage of energy or until it was fully discharged. The energy stored in 

the batteries can be expressed as  

𝐸battery,charge = 𝜂in𝐸surplus,    (15) 

where ηin is the efficiency of charge and Esurplus (Wh) is the current surplus of energy 

that can be used for charging the batteries. The energy used from the battery can be 

expressed as 

𝐸battery,discharge =
𝐸shortage

𝜂out
,    (16) 

where ηout is the efficiency of discharge and Eshortage (Wh) is the current shortage of 

energy that can be used from the batteries. Each battery had a maximum charge, Cmax 

(Wh), and a minimum charge, Cmin (Wh). Furthermore, it had a maximum power for 

charge, Pmax,charge (W), and a maximum power for discharge, Pmax,discharge (W).  

4.3.5 Hydrogen gas storage 

In this model, hydrogen gas was used for energy storage. A hydrogen gas storage 

system consists of an electrolyser for producing hydrogen gas, tubes for storing 

hydrogen gas and a fuel cell for electricity production. In each time step, the model 

evaluated if there was a surplus or shortage of energy. If there was a surplus of energy, 

hydrogen gas was produced with the corresponding surplus of energy or until the 

storage was full. If there was a shortage of energy, hydrogen gas was used 

corresponding to the shortage of energy or until the storage was empty. The produced 

hydrogen gas can be expressed as  

𝐻in = 𝑉in𝐸surplus,     (17) 

where Vin (Nm3/h W)1 is the produced volume of hydrogen gas per supplied watt and 

Esurplus (Wh) is the current surplus of energy. The used hydrogen gas can be expressed as 

𝐻out = 𝑉out𝐸shortage,     (18) 

                                                           
1 Nm3/h = normal m3/h, i.e. measured at standard temperature and pressure. 
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where Vout (Nm3/h W) is the used volume of hydrogen gas per used watt and Eshortage 

(Wh) is the current shortage of energy that can be used from the battery.  

4.3.6 System design 

The renewable off-grid energy system was designed to satisfy the energy demand for 

each scenario. The system design thereby varied for each scenario. After a renewable 

off-grid energy system had been designed, several simulations were done to guarantee 

that the off-grid energy system could satisfy different load profiles. As a stochastic load 

profile was used (see section 4.2.1), different load profiles were sampled for each 

simulation. The system, therefore, had to be dimensioned to manage different load 

profiles, which in some simulation made the system look over-dimensioned for that 

specific load profile. This was done to guarantee that the off-grid energy system could 

handle sudden peaks in demand.  

 

Figure 3. A simplified illustration of the system design. The energy storage consisted of 

either batteries or a hydrogen storage, or a combination of both. 

4.4 Sensitivity analysis 

In the sensitivity analysis, parameters that were assumed to have a significant impact on 

the results were tested. In this model, three different parts of the model were regarded as 

interesting and thereby tested in the sensitivity analysis. First, the location of the 

reference building was altered. Thereafter, a normal user profile was tested. In the 

original simulation, a modified user profile was used where the temperature was 

allowed to decrease to a certain temperature and the behaviour of the residents was 

modified to decrease the energy demand. Lastly, the U-values were modified to study 

the impact of the insulation of the building.  
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5. Data and assumptions 

This chapter presents the data that were used in the model and the assumptions that 

were made. First, the investigated scenarios and reference building are presented. 

Thereafter, the data and assumptions used for the energy demand calculations are 

presented. Next, the data and assumptions used for the renewable off-grid energy 

system calculations are presented. Lastly, the data and assumptions used for the 

sensitivity analysis are presented.  

5.1 The investigated scenarios 

In total six different scenarios were investigated. Each scenario had specific 

requirements on the off-grid energy system and differed in season and duration of the 

outage. The investigated seasons were summer and winter as they were considered to be 

extreme cases. Spring and fall were not studied as it was assumed to not contribute any 

further to the results. For scenario 1, 2 and 3 the outage occurred during summer. The 

outage lasted for one day, three days and one week. For scenario 4, 5 and 6 the outage 

occurred during winter. The outage lasted for one day, three days and one week. The 

duration of the outages during summer and winter were the same for comparability. The 

duration of one day was chosen as an outage for more than one day was considered 

critical. The duration of three days and one week were chosen to illustrate how the 

requirements on the off-grid energy system change with the duration of the outage. An 

outage for longer than one week was not studied as they are fairly uncommon. The 

outage during the summer started the 1st of July, while the outage during winter started 

the 2nd of January. For the summer scenarios, the storage capacity was the same for each 

scenario, while the production capacity varied. For the winter scenarios, the production 

capacity was the same for each scenario, while the storage capacity varied. For the 

winter scenarios, the electricity production was maximized to minimize the reliance on 

the energy storage due to the high prices for energy storage today. 

5.2 The reference building 

The reference building in this model was designed to represent a standard single-family 

house in Sweden. A single-family house was chosen as single-family houses are the 

most common form of housing in Sweden today (SCB, 2018). The reference building 

was not based on an existing building, but it was designed to follow the 

recommendations from Boverket and to meet the standard of a newbuilt house. An 

exhaust air heat pump was chosen for heating and ventilation of the reference building 

as it is commonly used for newbuilt houses (Statens energimyndighet, 2011, 9). The 

inspiration for the design of the reference building was taken from the house model Prio 

129 made by Eksjöhus (Eksjöhus AB, n.d.). Four residents were chosen for the 

household based on Boverket’s recommendations for energy calculations in single-

family houses (Boverket, 2007, 28). A medium-sized city was chosen as the location for 

the reference building, in this case Borås. 
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Figure 4. Layout of reference building, cardinal orientation in order of appearance: 

west, east, south and north.  

It was assumed that thermal equilibrium prevailed in the building. The building inertia, 

τ, was used to calculate the time it took the building to cool down to a certain 

temperature, Tminimum, but thereafter the building inertia was not considered as it was 

assumed that thermal equilibrium prevailed in the building. Furthermore, it was 

assumed that solar radiation warmed the indoor air instantaneous and not indirectly 

through heating of surfaces and materials.  

5.3 Calculations for energy demand 

This section presents the data and the assumptions used for calculating the energy 

demand of the reference building. First, the data and assumptions for the load profile are 

presented. Thereafter, the data and assumptions for the heat demand of the reference 

building are presented. 
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5.3.1 Household electricity and hot water usage 

The household electricity and hot water usage were calculated for a household of four 

people by the stochastic load profile. To calculate the energy needed to heat the used hot 

water, it was assumed that the water was heated from 10 oC to 55 oC and required 

0.00116 kWh/l K (Widén et al., 2009b). The temperature difference, Tdiff, was therefore 

45 oC and K was 1.16 Wh/l K. For some of the scenarios, the stochastic load profile was 

modified. In the modified version, a number of appliances were removed and assumed 

not to be used during the outage to decrease the energy demand. The original household 

electricity profile included cold appliances, cooking, washing, dishwashing, tv, 

computer, audio, lighting and other. In the modified version, only cold appliances, 

cooking, dishwashing, lightning and other were considered. The original hot water 

usage profile included showering, bathing and other. In the modified version, only 

showering and other were considered. It is specified in the results which load profile 

that was used. 

Table 1. Parameters for Ehotwater 

Parameter Value [unit] 

K 1.16 [Wh/l K] 

Tdiff 45 [oC] 

V Hourly hot water usage [l] 

 

5.3.2 Heat demand of the building 

The heat demand of the building was dimensioned by the total heat loss and the total 

heat gain of the building. Since the reference building was assumed to be located in 

Sweden, which normally does not experience extremely high temperatures, cooling was 

not considered in this model. The outdoor temperature, Toutdoor, was based on hourly 

temperature data for Borås in 2015. The outdoor temperature is presented in Figure 5 

and 6. The solar radiation was based on hourly irradiance data for Borås in 2015. The 

global irradiance data is presented in Figure 7 and 8.  
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Figure 5. Outdoor temperature for Borås between 1-7 July 2015. 

 

Figure 6. Outdoor temperature for Borås between 2-8 January 2015. 
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Figure 7. Global irradiance at Borås between 1-7 July 2015. 

 

Figure 8. Global irradiance at Borås between 2-8 January 2015. 
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Heat loss through transmission 

A building loses heat by heat transmission through the building envelope. The U-values 

for the reference building were chosen according to Boverket’s building regulations 

(Boverket, 2018, 144). The area for each component was taken from the reference 

building. The transmission heat loss through the floor, Qfloor, is usually calculated with 

Tground instead of Toutdoor. However, it was simplified in this model and Qfloor was 

calculated with Toutdoor instead.  

Table 2. Parameters for Qtrans 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Uwall 0.18 [W/m2K] 

Uroof 0.13 [W/m2K] 

Ufloor 0.15 [W/m2K] 

Uwindow 1.2 [W/m2K] 

Udoor 1.2 [W/m2K] 

Awall 94.6 [m2] 

Aroof 159.1 [m2] 

Awindows 9.7 [m2] 

Afloor 129.4 [m2] 

Adoor 5.0 [m2] 

Tindoor 18-21[oC] 

Toutdoor Hourly temperature data [oC] 

 

Heat loss through ventilation 

A building loses heat through ventilation. In the model mechanical ventilation was used 

and it was assumed the ventilation requirements applied for the whole internal volume. 

The density of air, ρ, and the specific heat capacity of air, cp, are constant values. 

According to Boverket’s building regulations, the ventilation must be at least 0.35 l/s 

per m2 (Boverket, 2018, 91).  It corresponds to a ventilation, ncontrolled, of approximately 

0.5 turnover/h. Furthermore, a building loses heat through uncontrolled ventilation. To 

estimate the air leakage is difficult as it is caused by various reasons. In this model, the 

air leakage, nleakage, was initially set to 0.15 turnover/h during summer and 0.20 

turnover/h during winter. However, after the comparison with VIP Energy the heat loss 

due to air leakage was considered too high and nleakage was adjusted to 0.10 turnover/h 

all year around instead. 

Table 3. Parameters for Qvent 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Tindoor 18-21 [oC] 

Toutdoor Hourly temperature data [oC] 

ncontrolled 0.5/3600 [turnover/s] 

nleakage 0.10/3600 [turnover/s] 
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V 472.2 [m3] 

ρ 1.2 [kg/m3] 

cp 1000 [J/kg K] 

 

Heat gain by solar radiation 

A building gains heat by solar radiation. This model only considered solar heat gain 

through windows. The global direct irradiance and diffuse horizontal irradiance were 

taken from the climate file for Borås in 2015. The tilt of the windows was set to 90o. 

The azimuth angles were set according to the orientation of the windows, i.e. windows 

towards the south, east, west and north. The albedo was set to 0.2 during summer and 

0.5 during winter. The albedo was set higher during winter due to the possibility of 

snow being present. However, it was not set higher than 0.5 as the snow was not 

expected to be present at all time. The windows were assumed to be 3-glass windows 

based on the windows used for the house model Prio 129. Hence, the g-value of the 

windows was set to 0.54 (Elitfönster, 2015).  

Table 4. Parameters for Qsun 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Global direct irradiance Hourly data for Borås [W/m2] 

Diffuse horizontal irradiance Hourly data for Borås [W/m2] 

Window tilt 90 [o] 

Azimuth windows 0, 90, -90, 180 (south, west, east, north) 

[o] 

Albedo 0.2 and 0.5 (summer and winter) 

G Hourly irradiance data [W/m2] 

Awindow,north 0.6 [m2] 

Awindow,east 2.8 [m2] 

Awindow,south 0.7 [m2] 

Awindow,west 5.9 [m2] 

g 0.54 

 

Heat gain by internal activity 

A building gains heat by internal activity. Based on Boverket’s recommendations for 

energy calculations in single-family houses, it was assumed that approximately 70 % of 

the used household electricity and 20 % of the used hot water contributed to heating of 

the building. Furthermore, it was assumed that each person contributed with 80 W while 

present in the house (Boverket, 2007, 28). The household electricity and hot water usage 

were taken from the load profile compiled by the stochastic load model, as well as a 

presence profile from the activity sequence for the residents.  
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Table 5. Parameters for Qint 

Parameter Value [unit] 

αhousehold 0.7 

αhotwater 0.2 

αpeople 80 [W] 

 

Indoor temperature 

 

The initial indoor temperature, Tinital, was set to 21 oC based on Boverket’s 

recommendations for energy calculations in single-family houses (Boverket, 2007, 28). 

As the outage started, it was assumed that the indoor temperature was allowed to drop 

to decrease the heat demand of the building during the outage. The minimum accepted 

indoor temperature, Tminimum, was set to 18 oC. In this model, the reference building was 

assumed to be medium-heavy and the building inertia, τ, was thereby set to 100 h 

(Sandels et al., 2014, 277). Qheating was set to zero to calculate the time it took for the 

indoor temperature to reach 18 oC. As the indoor temperature reached that temperature, 

the indoor temperature, Tindoor, was fixed to 18 oC for the following time steps. From 

there on it was assumed that the heat pump was activated again to prevent the indoor 

temperature from decreasing any further.  

Table 6. Parameters for Tindoor 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Tinitial 21 [oC] 

Tminimum 18 [oC] 

Qheating 0 until Tinside reached Tminimum [W] 

τ 100 [h] 
 

5.4 Calculations for the energy system 

This section presents the data used and the assumptions made for the calculations of the 

energy system. Each component is presented separately. The technical components in 

the model are based on existing products on the market. 

5.4.1 Exhaust air heat pump 

The exhaust air heat pump in the model was based on NIBE F750 made by NIBE. NIBE 

F750 costs 100 850 SEK (NIBE, n.d.). The exhaust air heat pump provides heating, hot 

water, ventilation and heat recovery. It was assumed that the reference building was 

floor heated. NIBE F750 has a seasonal coefficient of performance, SCOP, of 3.0 and a 

maximum power, Pmax, of 6 kW. If the exhaust air heat pump could not meet the heat 

demand, it was assumed that an electric heating element would be used to cover the heat 

demand. The electric heating element was assumed to have an efficiency, ηelectric, of 100 
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%. NIBE F750 has the coefficient of performance, COP, of 2.5 for heating water 

(Energimyndigheten, 2014). 

Table 7. Parameters for Eheatpump 

Parameter Value [unit] 

SCOP 3.0 

COP 2.5 

Pmax 6 000 [W] 

ηelectric 1 

 

5.4.2 Solar power 

The solar panels in the model were based on DUOMAX-PEG5 made by Trina Solar. 

The price for DUOMAX-PEG5 is not specified (Trina Solar, 2017). The cost was 

thereby estimated to 5 415 SEK per panel based on the Swedish Energy Agency’s price 

estimation for solar panel systems (Energimyndigheten, 2018b). DUOMAX-PEG5 is a 

60-cell monocrystalline panel with a power output range of 265-285 W and a maximum 

efficiency of 17.3 %. The area per panel, Apanel, is approximately 1.6 m2 (Trina Solar, 

2017). Due to losses in the system the efficiency, ηpanel, was set to 14 % in the model 

based on estimations done by the Swedish Energy Agency (Energimyndigheten, 2018c). 

The total electricity production of the system depends on the number of panels. The 

rooftop area limits the maximum number of panels on the roof, in this case, 49 panels 

on each side of the roof. The roof was assumed to face towards east and west to spread 

out the production over the day. To increase the electricity production from solar power 

further, it was assumed that the reference building had an attached solar fence facing 

south, see Figure 9. The advantages with the solar fence are that it can make use of the 

low winter sun and that the panels will not be covered by snow. The inspiration for the 

solar fence was taken from the project “House without cable”. The solar fence has no 

fixed upper limit, but it was designed to not be unreasonably large.  
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Figure 9. Solar fence at “House without cable”. 

Table 8. Parameters for Psolar 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Global direct irradiance Hourly data for Borås [W/m2] 

Diffuse horizontal irradiance Hourly data for Borås [W/m2] 

Panel tilt 31 [o] 

Fence tilt 90 [o] 

Panel azimuth 0 (south) [o] 

Fence azimuth 0 (south) [o] 

Albedo 0.2 and 0.5 (summer and winter) 

G Hourly radiation data [W/m2] 

Apanel 1.6 [m2] 

ηpanel 0.14 

 

5.4.3 Wind power 

The wind turbine in the model was based on Windstar 400 made by Windforce. 

Windstar 400 costs between 9 900-14 800 SEK. Windstar 400 has a rotor diameter of 

1.55 m and a rated power of 400 W at 12 m/s. It has a cut-in wind speed at 2.5 m/s and 

cut-out wind speed at 50 m/s (Windforce, 2011).  

Table 9. Parameters for Pwind 

Parameter Value [unit] 
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Prated 400 [W] 

vcut-in 2.5 [m/s] 

vcut-out 50 [m/s] 

ηwindpower 0.2045 

ρ 1.2 [kg/m3] 

A 1.9 [m2] 

v Hourly wind data [m/s] 

 

5.4.4 Battery 

The battery in the model was based on Powerwall made by Tesla. Powerwall costs 

between 75 000-82 850 SEK. Powerwall is a lithium-ion battery that is scalable up to 

ten devices. It has a capacity of 13.5 kWh with a continuous power of 5 kW and peak 

power of 7 kW. In the model, 5 kW was set as maximum power for charge and 7 kW 

for discharge. The efficiency of charge and discharge, ηin and ηout, is 90 %. Powerwall 

has 100 % discharge depth (Tesla, 2018). The batteries were assumed to be fully 

charged at the beginning of the outage. 

Table 10. Parameters for Ebattery 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Cmax 13.5 [kWh] 

Cmin 0 [kWh] 

Pmax,charge 5 [kW] 

Pmax,discharge 7 [kW] 

ηin 0.9 

ηout 0.9 

 

5.4.5 Hydrogen gas storage 

The electrolyser in the model was based on HyProvide P1 made by Green Hydrogen. 

The price for HyProvide P1 is not specified. HyProvide P1 has a power consumption of 

5.5 kW and a hydrogen production of 1 Nm3/h. It was assumed the electrolyser had a 

constant efficiency and thereby produced 1.8e-4 Nm3/h per consumed watt. The 

hydrogen output pressure is 50 bar (GreenHydrogen, n.d.). If higher pressure is desired, 

a compressor would be needed which was not considered in this model. The fuel cell in 

the model was based on PowerCell PS5 made by Powercell. The price for PowerCell 

PS5 is not specified. PowerCell PS5 has a net power range of 1.6/3.3/5.0 kW. It has a 

standby power consumption of 40 W and the maximum efficiency of 50 %. PowerCell 

PS5 has a fuel consumption of 70 slpm at 5 kW electrical output (Powercell, n.d.).2 It 

was assumed the fuel cell had a constant efficiency and thereby consumed 8.4e-4 Nm3/h 

per supplied watt. It was assumed the fuel cell could operate at any power. The heat 

produced by the fuel cell was not considered in the model. The hydrogen gas storage 

                                                           
2 slpm = standard litre per minute. 
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was assumed to be full at the beginning of the outage. The price for the hydrogen gas 

storage system was based on Hans-Olof Nilsson’s hydrogen gas storage system. The 

electrolyser was estimated to cost 500 000 SEK, the fuel cell 410 000 SEK and the 

hydrogen gas tanks 367 SEK/m3 (Nilsson paid 1 100 000 SEK for tanks to store 

approximately 3 000 m3 hydrogen gas).3  

Table 11. Parameters for H 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Vin 1.8e-4 [Nm3/h W] 

Vout 8.4e-4 [Nm3/h W] 

ηfuelcell 0.50 

 

5.5 Sensitivity analysis 

In this section, the data and assumptions used for the sensitivity analysis are presented. 

First, the chosen locations are presented. Thereafter, the normal user profile is 

presented. Lastly, the new U-values for improved insulation are presented.  

5.5.1 Location 

The original location of the reference building was Borås. However, the local conditions 

of the locations might have a significant impact on the results. Therefore, two other 

locations were tested as well: Karlskrona and Abisko. Karlskrona and Abisko were 

chosen as they have other local conditions compared to Borås. Borås is a relatively 

rainy city in Sweden (SMHI, 2017)(Håkansson, 2017). Karlskrona was chosen as it is 

considered one of the sunnier places in Sweden (Trang, 2018) (BLT, 2017). Abisko was 

chosen due to its geographical location, as it is located much further north in Sweden 

compared to Borås. 

                                                           
3 Nilsson, Hans-Olof. Owner of the hydrogen gas storage system used for cost estimation. E-mail 6th of 
December. 
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Figure 10. Map over Sweden where the locations of Borås, Abisko and Karlskrona are 

specified. 

5.5.2 Normal user profile 

In the original study, it was assumed that people would be willing to change their 

behaviour during a temporary outage. For all scenarios, the indoor temperature was 

allowed to drop from 21 oC to 18 oC. Furthermore, in Scenario 4, 5 and 6 a modified 

load profile was used to decrease the energy demand by removing the use of 

“unnecessary” appliances. However, these assumptions might not apply in real life. To 

study the impact of the modified user profile, an unmodified user profiles, or a “normal 

user profile”, was tested in the sensitivity analysis. In the normal user profile, the indoor 

temperature was not allowed to decrease and an unmodified load profile was used. 

Since the indoor temperature never reached 18 oC during summer and a modified load 

profile only was used during winter, the normal user profile was only tested for the 

winter scenarios. 
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5.5.3 Improved insulation 

The U-values of the reference building were taken from Boverket’s recommendations. 

However, the insulation of the building can be improved by decreasing the U-values. 

The last test in the sensitivity analysis was to decrease the U-values to meet the standard 

of a passive house (i.e. an energy-saving house). The new U-values for windows and 

doors were set to 0.9 W/m2K and 0.6 W/m2K (Villa Varm, 2015). The new U-values for 

roof and walls were set to 0.082 W/m2K (Emrahus, n.d.).  
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6. Results 

This chapter presents the results generated from the simulations done in the MATLAB-

model. The results are presented for each scenario separately. The energy demand is 

presented for each scenario and the renewable off-grid energy system that was designed 

to satisfy the energy demand. After each scenario has been presented, the results are 

summarised and the estimated cost for each scenario is presented. Thereafter, a 

comparison is presented of how the same system design performed during summer and 

winter. Lastly, the results from the sensitivity analysis are presented, where the location 

of the reference building was altered, an unmodified user profile was used, and the 

insulation was improved. 

6.1 Scenario 1 – One summer day 

In Scenario 1 the outage lasted for 24 hours during summer. A normal load profile was 

used, i.e. the household appliances and hot water usage were assumed to be normal and 

not modified due to the outage. The total energy demand was 23.1 kWh. The energy 

demand is specified in Table 12.  

Table 12. Example of energy demand 

Parameter Value [kWh] 

Heat demand 0 

Household appliances 15.3 

Hot water 17.1 

Exhaust air heat pump 6.8 

Other 1 

Total energy demand 23.1 

 

The indoor temperature was allowed to drop to 18 oC, but never went below 20.5 oC 

during the simulation. The exhaust air heat pump was thereby only used for water 

heating and not for heating of the building. The highest indoor temperature reached 

during the outage was 23.0 oC.  

To satisfy the energy demand during the outage, the renewable off-grid energy system 

was designed consisting of ten solar panels on the roof and one battery. A wind turbine 

and hydrogen gas storage were not considered necessary in this scenario. The system 

design is summarized in Table 13. 

Table 13. Renewable off-grid energy system 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Solar panels 10  

Produced solar power 17.5 [kWh] 

Wind turbines - 
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Produced wind power - 

Batteries 1 

Battery capacity 13.5 [kWh] 

Hydrogen gas storage - 

Hydrogen capacity - 

 

The off-grid energy system provided 17.5 kWh produced electricity and an energy 

storage of 13.5 kWh to meet the energy demand of 23.1 kWh. The system’s behaviour 

during the outage is illustrated by Figure 11. For each time step (in this model every 

hour), the model evaluated the current energy demand, energy supply and state of 

charge of the battery. If there was an overproduction and the battery was not fully 

charged, the battery would have been charged with the corresponding surplus of energy. 

Vice versa, if there was an underproduction and the battery was still charged, the battery 

would be discharged with the corresponding shortage of energy (unless it was 

completely discharged). For instance, in time step t=11, the energy demand was greater 

than the energy supply. To satisfy the energy demand, the battery had to be used. In the 

following time step, t=12, the battery’s state of charge had thereby decreased with 

approximately 500 Wh. For each time step, the battery was charged or discharged with 

the corresponding difference between energy supply and demand to the next timestep. 

Note that the graph updates at every time step (every hour) and the battery curve might 

appear to not follow the pattern of the energy demand and supply between the time 

steps. 
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Figure 11. Energy demand and energy supply during the outage for 24 hours during 

summer. 

6.2 Scenario 2 – Three summer days 

In Scenario 2 the outage lasted for 72 hours during summer. A normal load profile was 

used, i.e. the household appliances and hot water usage were assumed to be normal and 

not modified due to the outage. The total energy demand was 60.2 kWh. The energy 

demand is specified in Table 14.  

Table 14. Example of energy demand 

Parameter Value [kWh] 

Heat demand 0 

Household appliances 41.3 

Hot water 40.1 

Exhaust air heat pump 16.0 

Other 2.9 

Total energy demand 60.2 

 

The indoor temperature was allowed to drop to 18 oC, but never went below 20.6 oC 

during the simulation. The exhaust air heat pump was thereby only used for water 

heating and not for heating of the building. The highest indoor temperature reached 

during the outage was 26.2 oC.  

To satisfy the energy demand during the outage, the renewable off-grid energy system 

was designed consisting of 16 solar panels on the roof and one battery. A wind turbine 

and hydrogen gas storage were not considered necessary in this scenario. The system 

design is summarized in Table 15. 

Table 15. Renewable off-grid energy system 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Solar panels 16 

Produced solar power 81.5 [kWh] 

Wind turbines - 

Produced wind power - 

Batteries 1 

Battery capacity 13.5 [kWh] 

Hydrogen gas storage - 

Hydrogen capacity - 

 

The off-grid energy system provided 81.5 kWh produced electricity and an energy 

storage of 13.5 kWh to meet the energy demand of 60.2 kWh. As seen by the result, the 

total produced electricity was greater than the total energy demand. However, as the 
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production varies during the day, the battery is still needed to satisfy the energy demand 

when the production is low or none. The system’s behaviour during the outage is 

illustrated by Figure 12. For each time step (in this model every hour), the model 

evaluated the current energy demand, energy supply and state of charge of the battery. 

For each time step, the battery was charged or discharged with the corresponding 

difference between energy supply and demand to the next timestep. The graph shows 

how the battery was used during morning and evenings when the production was none 

or low. During the day, however, there was an overproduction of electricity and the 

battery was fully charged again.  

 

Figure 12. Energy demand and energy supply during the outage for 72 hours during 

summer. 

6.3 Scenario 3 – One summer week 

In Scenario 3 the outage lasted for 168 hours during summer. A normal load profile was 

used, i.e. the household appliances and hot water usage were assumed to be normal and 

not modified due to the outage. The total energy demand was 141.9 kWh. The energy 

demand is specified in Table 16.  

Table 16. Example of energy demand 

Parameter Value [kWh] 

Heat demand 0 
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Household appliances 99.4 

Hot water 89.4 

Exhaust air heat pump 35.7 

Other 6.7 

Total energy demand 141.9 

 

The indoor temperature was allowed to drop to 18 oC, but never went below 20.6 oC 

during the simulation. The exhaust air heat pump was thereby only used for water 

heating and not for heating of the building. The highest indoor temperature reached 

during the outage was 28.3 oC. In reality, cooling of the building might have been 

needed in this case which was not considered the model. In this model, it was assumed 

that a temporary increase in the indoor temperature would be accepted during an outage 

on the electricity grid. However, during those circumstances, it is likely that the natural 

ventilation would have increased due to airing which would have decreased the indoor 

temperature without an additional cooling system.   

To satisfy the energy demand during the outage, the renewable off-grid energy system 

was designed consisting of 48 solar panels on the roof and one battery. A wind turbine 

and hydrogen gas storage were not considered necessary in this scenario. The system 

design is summarized in Table 17. 

Table 17. Renewable off-grid energy system 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Solar panels 48 

Produced solar power 438.0 [kWh] 

Wind turbines - 

Produced wind power - 

Batteries 1 

Battery capacity 13.5 [kWh] 

Hydrogen gas storage - 

Hydrogen capacity - 

 

The off-grid energy system provided 438.0 kWh produced electricity and an energy 

storage of 13.5 kWh to meet the energy demand of 141.9 kWh. As seen by the result, 

the total produced electricity was greater than the total energy demand. However, as the 

production varies during the day, the battery is still needed to satisfy the energy demand 

when the production is low or none. The system’s behaviour during the outage is 

illustrated by Figure 13. For each time step (in this model every hour), the model 

evaluated the current energy demand, energy supply and state of charge of the battery. 

For each time step, the battery was charged or discharged with the corresponding 

difference between energy supply and demand to the next timestep. Similar to the 

previous scenario, the battery was used during morning and evenings but reach a full 

state of charge again during the day as the electricity production peaked. In this 
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scenario, day 6 (t=120) was more critical than the previous days as the production that 

day was significantly lower compared to the other days.  

 

Figure 13. Energy demand and energy supply during the outage for 168 hours during 

summer. 

6.4 Scenario 4 – One winter day 

In Scenario 4 the outage lasted for 24 hours during winter. A modified load profile was 

used, i.e. the household appliances and hot water usage were modified due to the 

outage, see section 5.3.1. The total energy demand was 21.3 kWh. The energy demand 

is specified in Table 18. 

Table 18. Example of energy demand 

Parameter Value [kWh] 

Heat demand 0 

Household appliances 15.0 

Hot water 13.4 

Exhaust air heat pump 5.3 

Other 1 

Total energy demand 21.3 
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The indoor temperature was allowed to drop to 18 oC and decreased to 18.7 oC during 

the simulation. The exhaust air heat pump was thereby only used for water heating and 

not for heating of the building.  

To satisfy the energy demand during the outage, the renewable off-grid energy system 

was designed consisting of 98 solar panels on the roof, ten solar panels in the solar 

fence, one wind turbine and two batteries. A hydrogen gas storage was not considered 

necessary in this scenario. The system design is summarized in Table 19. 

Table 19. Off-grid energy system 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Solar panels 108 

Produced solar power 3.0 [kWh] 

Wind turbines 1 

Produced wind power 2.9 [kWh] 

Batteries 2 

Battery capacity 27.0 [kWh] 

Hydrogen gas storage - 

Hydrogen gas capacity - 

 

The off-grid energy system provided 5.9 kWh produced electricity and an energy 

storage of 27.0 kWh to meet the energy demand of 21.3 kWh. The system’s behaviour 

during the outage is illustrated by Figure 14. For each time step (in this model every 

hour), the model evaluated the current energy demand, energy supply and state of 

charge of the battery. For each time step, the battery was charged or discharged with the 

corresponding difference between energy supply and demand to the next timestep. Note 

that the graph updates at every time step (every hour) and the battery curve might 

appear to not follow the pattern of the energy demand and supply between the time 

steps. In this scenario, the energy storage might appear to be over-dimensioned. 

However, when choosing one battery instead of two, the energy demand could not be 

satisfied in every simulation.  
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Figure 14. Energy demand and energy supply during the outage for 24 hours during 

winter. The battery storage was illustrated in the second graph as it was significantly 

larger than the energy demand, and solar and wind electricity production. 

6.5 Scenario 5 – Three winter days 

In Scenario 5 the outage lasted for 72 hours during winter. A modified load profile was 

used, i.e. the household appliances and hot water usage were modified due to the 

outage, see section 5.3.1. The total energy demand was 85.3 kWh. The energy demand 

is specified in Table 20. 

Table 20. Example of energy demand 

Parameter Value [kWh] 

Heat demand 98.3 

Household appliances 35.1 

Hot water 36.3 

Exhaust air heat pump 47.3 

Other 2.9 

Total energy demand 85.3 
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The indoor temperature was allowed to drop to 18 oC. It took 29 hours before the indoor 

temperature reached 18 oC.  The exhaust air heat pump was thereby only used for water 

heating until t=29, after which it was used for heating of the building as well. 

To satisfy the energy demand during the outage, the renewable off-grid energy system 

was designed consisting of 98 solar panels on the roof, ten solar panels in the solar 

fence, one wind turbine and six batteries. A hydrogen gas storage was not considered 

necessary in this scenario. The system design is summarized in Table 21. 

Table 21. Renewable off-grid energy system 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Solar panels 108 

Produced solar power 28.5 [kWh] 

Wind turbines 1 

Produced wind power 4.2 [kWh] 

Batteries 6 

Battery capacity 81.0 [kWh] 

Hydrogen gas storage - 

Hydrogen capacity - 

 

The off-grid energy system provided 32.7 kWh produced electricity and an energy 

storage of 81.0 kWh to meet the energy demand of 85.3 kWh. Even though the 

production capacity was maximized, the produced electricity could not satisfy even half 

of the energy demand during the outage. Instead, the system relied heavily on the 

energy storage. The system’s behaviour during the outage is illustrated by Figure 15. 

For each time step (in this model every hour), the model evaluated the current energy 

demand, energy supply and state of charge of the battery. For each time step, the battery 

was charged or discharged with the corresponding difference between energy supply 

and demand to the next timestep. As shown by the graph, there was an increased 

production on the third day (t=48) which was the only time the batteries were recharged 

notably. 
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Figure 15. Energy demand and energy supply during the outage for 72 hours during 

winter. The battery storage was illustrated in the second graph as it was significantly 

larger than the energy demand and solar and wind electricity production. The indoor 

temperature was added to the second graph to illustrate how the energy demand 

increased when the indoor temperature reached 18 oC. 

6.6 Scenario 6 – One winter week 

In Scenario 6 the outage lasted for 168 hours during winter. Compared to the other 

scenarios, three different system designs are presented in this scenario: one with an 

energy storage consisting of a combination of batteries and hydrogen gas (Scenario 6a), 

one with an energy storage consisting of batteries (Scenario 6b) and one with an energy 

storage consisting of hydrogen gas (Scenario 6c). This was the most critical scenarios of 

all the studied scenarios. A modified load profile was used, i.e. the household 

appliances and hot water usage were modified due to the outage, see section 5.3.1. The 

total energy demands were 238.2 kWh for Scenario 6a, 248.7 kWh for Scenario 6b and 

228.6 kWh for Scenario 6c. The energy demand for Scenario 6a is specified in Table 22, 

the others are attached in Appendix B.  

Table 22. Example of energy demand, Scenario 6a 

Parameter Value [kWh] 

Heat demand 301.4 
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Household appliances 96.1 

Hot water 86.0 

Exhaust air heat pump 134.7 

Other 7.4 

Total energy demand 238.2 

 

The indoor temperature was allowed to drop to 18 oC. It took 30 hours before the indoor 

temperature reached 18 oC.  The exhaust air heat pump was thereby only used for water 

heating until t=30, after which it was used for heating of the building as well.  

To satisfy the energy demand during the outage, three different renewable off-grid 

energy systems were designed. The first off-grid energy system consisted of 98 solar 

panels on the roof, ten solar panels in the solar fence, one wind turbine, nine batteries, 

and a hydrogen gas storage of 75 m3. The second off-grid energy system consisted of 98 

solar panels on the roof, ten solar panels in the solar fence, one wind turbine, and 17 

batteries. The third off-grid energy system consisted of 98 solar panels on the roof, ten 

solar panels in the solar fence, one wind turbine, and a hydrogen gas storage of 175 m3. 

The system designs are summarized in Table 23, 24 and 25. 

Table 23. Renewable off-grid energy system batteries and hydrogen, Scenario 6a. 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Solar panels 108 

Produced solar power 52.1 [kWh] 

Wind turbines 1 

Produced wind power 6.8 [kWh] 

Batteries 9 

Battery capacity 121.5 [kWh] 

Hydrogen gas storage 75 [m3] 

Hydrogen capacity 89.3 [kWh] 

 

Table 24. Renewable off-grid energy system only batteries, Scenario 6b 

Parameter Value [unit] 

Solar panels 108 

Produced solar power 52.1 [kWh] 

Wind turbines 1 

Produced wind power 6.8 [kWh] 

Batteries 17 

Battery capacity 229.5 [kWh] 

Hydrogen gas storage - 

Hydrogen capacity - 

 

Table 25. Renewable off-grid energy system only hydrogen gas storage, Scenario 6c 
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Parameter Value [unit] 

Solar panels 108 

Produced solar power 52.1 [kWh] 

Wind turbines 1 

Produced wind power 6.8 [kWh] 

Batteries - 

Battery capacity - 

Hydrogen gas storage 175 [m3] 

Hydrogen capacity 208.3 [kWh] 

 

The off-grid energy systems provided 58.9 kWh produced electricity and an energy 

storage of 210.8, 229.5 and 208.3 kWh respectively to meet the energy demand of 224.5 

kWh. Even though the production capacity was maximized, the produced electricity 

only satisfied around one-fourth of the energy demand during the outage. Instead, the 

systems relied heavily on the energy storage. The system’s behaviour during the outage 

is illustrated by Figure 16, 17 and 18. For each time step (in this model every hour), the 

model evaluated the current energy demand, energy supply and remaining capacity of 

the energy storage. For each time step, the energy storage was increased or decreased 

with the corresponding difference between energy supply and demand to the next 

timestep. As shown by Figure 16, the hydrogen gas storage was unused until the 

batteries were completely discharged. Thereafter the hydrogen gas storage was used in 

the same way as for the batteries. In Figure 17 and 18, the behaviour of the system 

follows the same behaviour.  
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Figure 16. Energy demand and energy supply during the outage for 168 hours during 

winter. Batteries and hydrogen gas used as energy storage. The battery storage was 

illustrated in the second graph as it was significantly larger than the energy demand 

and solar and wind electricity production. The indoor temperature was added to the 

second graph to illustrate how the energy demand increased when the indoor 

temperature reached 18 oC. 

 

Figure 17. Energy demand and energy supply during the outage for 168 hours during 

winter. Only batteries used as energy storage. The battery storage was illustrated in the 

second graph as it was significantly larger than the energy demand and solar and wind 

electricity production. The indoor temperature was added to the second graph to 

illustrate how the energy demand increased when the indoor temperature reached 18 
oC. 
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Figure 18. Energy demand and energy supply during the outage for 168 hours during 

winter. Only hydrogen gas used as energy storage. The battery storage was illustrated 

in the second graph as it was significantly larger than the energy demand and solar and 

wind electricity production. The indoor temperature was added to the second graph to 

illustrate how the energy demand increased when the indoor temperature reached 18 
oC. 

6.7 Summary 

As illustrated by the six scenarios, the critical point is to manage the winter season. Due 

to low production during winter, the off-grid energy system relies heavily on the energy 

storage system. For the summer scenarios, solar panels and one battery were enough to 

satisfy the energy demand. During winter the electricity production was maximized, but 

still, a significant energy storage system was needed. The different system designs are 

summarised in Table 26. The total energy demand, system capacity and estimated cost 

for each scenario are summarised in Table 27. The system capacity is the sum of the 

produced electricity and the storage capacity of the energy storage. The estimated cost 

for each energy system is based on the price of the products used. A price average has 

been used for the products with a price range. As hydrogen gas as energy storage for 

households is not commercially used today, it was difficult to estimate the price for the 

hydrogen gas storage system. The cost of the hydrogen gas system is thereby only 

roughly estimated. The estimated cost includes the cost for the heat pump. 
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Table 26. System design for each scenario 

 Solar panels Wind turbines Batteries Hydrogen 

[m3] 

Scenario 1 10 - 1 - 

Scenario 2 16 - 1 - 

Scenario 3 48 - 1 - 

Scenario 4 108 1 2 - 

Scenario 5 108 1 6 - 

Scenario 6a 108 1 9 75 

Scenario 6b 108 1 17 - 

Scenario 6c 108 1 - 175 

 

Table 27. Comparison of energy demand, system capacity and estimated cost for each 

scenario. 

 Energy demand 

[kWh] 

System capacity 

[kWh] 

Estimated cost 

[SEK] 

Scenario 1 23.1 31.0 233 915 

Scenario 2 60.2 95.0 266 399 

Scenario 3 141.9 451.5 439 647 

Scenario 4 21.3 32.9 855 870 

Scenario 5 85.3 113.7 1 171 570 

Scenario 6a 238.2 269.7 2 345 870 

Scenario 6b 248.7 288.4 2 039 745 

Scenario 6c 228.6 267.2 1 672 245 

 

6.8 Comparison of summer and winter with same system 
design 

As a final comparison, a simulation was done where the same off-grid energy system 

design was used to compare its performance during summer and winter. The system 

consisted of 98 solar panels on the roof and one battery. A normal load profile was 

assumed, and the indoor temperature was allowed to drop to 18 oC. As shown by Figure 

19, the off-grid energy system managed a month without any significant problems 

during the summer. For some simulations, the system could not satisfy the energy 

demand towards the end of the month depending on the load profile in that simulation.  
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Figure 19. Off-grid energy system during summer. Managed the whole month. 

Figure 20 illustrates the same off-grid energy system during the winter. As shown by 

the graph, the system could not satisfy the energy demand for even one day during 

winter. After t=23 the system’s limit had been reached. Note that the indoor temperature 

at that point still was above 18 oC, i.e. heating of the building was yet not needed. This 

illustrates how the requirements on the off-grid energy system differ greatly over the 

year; an off-grid energy system that can satisfy the energy demand for almost a month 

during summer is not even enough to satisfy the energy demand for one day during 

winter. As seen by the results from Scenario 4, an off-grid energy system with two 

batteries was needed to manage one day during winter as the production was negligible.   
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Figure 20. Off-grid energy system during winter. Managed 23 hours. 

6.9 Sensitivity analysis 

In this section, the results from the sensitivity analysis are presented. A few parameters 

were altered to study their impact on the results. First, the location of the reference 

building was changed from Borås to Karlskrona and Abisko. Thereafter a normal user 

profile was tested instead of the modified user profile which was used in the six 

scenarios. Lastly, the impact of the isolation of the reference building was tested by 

improving the U-values.  

6.9.1 Location 

First, the impact of the location was studied. The same off-grid energy systems as in 

Scenario 3 (one summer week) and Scenario 6b (one winter week, battery storage) were 

tested for the locations of Karlskrona and Abisko. During Scenario 3, Borås had an 

energy demand of 140.0 kWh and an electricity production from solar power of 438.0 

kWh. Both Karlskrona and Abisko could manage one week during summer with the 

same system design as for Borås. Karlskrona had an energy demand of 145.0 kWh and 

an electricity production from solar power of 512.2 kWh. Karlskrona could manage the 

same period with a smaller off-grid energy system than for Borås. The solar panels 

could be reduced from 48 to 40 solar panels and still manage the one-week long outage. 

Abisko had an energy demand of 146.4 kWh and an electricity production from solar 
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power of 311.6 kWh. Abisko could manage the same period with a smaller off-grid 

energy system than Borås as well. The solar panels could be reduced from 48 to 38 

panels. Note that Abisko, compared to both Borås and Karlskrona, actually had a heat 

demand during this period which none of the other locations had. Still, it was the 

location which could manage with the smallest off-grid energy system during this 

period. It is likely caused by the fact that Abisko had a more disseminated production 

during the day compared to Borås and Karlskrona, see Figure 22. 

 

Figure 21. Reference building in Karlskrona with the same system design and 

conditions as in Scenario 3. 
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Figure 22. Reference building in Abisko with the same system design and conditions as 

in Scenario 3. Compared to Borås and Karlskrona, the solar production did not peak as 

high during the day, but the production was more evenly spread during the day. 

The winter scenario, however, had a different outcome than the summer scenario. 

Karlskrona could still manage the outage with the same system design as for Borås. 

Abisko, however, could not. During Scenario 6, Borås had an energy demand of 224.5 

kWh, an electricity production from solar power of 52.1 kWh and from wind power of 

6.8 kWh. Karlskrona had an energy demand of 237.3 kWh, an electricity production 

from solar power of 87.7 kWh and from wind power of 17.2 kWh. Karlskrona could 

manage the same period with a smaller off-grid energy system than for Borås. The 

batteries could be reduced from 17 to 12 batteries. Abisko had an energy demand of 

329.7 kWh, no electricity production from solar power and 0.7 kWh from wind power. 

Due to very small electricity production, Abisko was almost completely reliant on the 

energy storage system. To manage the same period, the batteries had to be increased 

from 17 to 28 batteries.  
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Figure 23. Reference building in Karlskrona with the same system design and 

conditions as in Scenario 6b. 
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Figure 24. Reference building in Abisko with the same system design and conditions as 

in Scenario 6b. System design not enough. 

These results indicate that the location has a significant impact on the results. Of the 

studied locations, Karlskrona was the location which had the best performance 

considering both summer and winter. Abisko performed best during summer but was 

also the location which required most of the off-grid energy system during winter. 

Table 28. System design for each case 

 Solar panels Wind turbines Batteries 

Scenario 3 48 - 1 

Karlskrona 

Scenario 3 

40 - 1 

Abisko Scenario 3 38 - 1 

Scenario 6b 108 1 17 

Karlskrona 

Scenario 6b 

108 1 12 

Abisko Scenario 

6b 

108 1 28 

 

6.9.2 Normal user profile 

To study the impact of the modified user profile, an unmodified user profile was tested 

for Scenario 4 and Scenario 6. The system design was the same as for Scenario 4 and 

Scenario 6, but the indoor temperature was not allowed to decrease, and a normal load 

profile was used. The unmodified user profile is referred to as a normal user profile. 

Scenario 4 had an energy demand of 18.7 kWh. With a normal user profile, the energy 

demand for the same period was 36.2 kWh and the off-grid energy system could not 

satisfy the energy demand. The system’s limit was reached at t=21, which was three 

hours earlier than desired. 
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Figure 25. Normal user profile in Scenario 4. System’s limit reached at t=21. 

Scenario 6 had an energy demand of 224.5 kWh. With a normal user profile, the energy 

demand for the same period was 307.5 kWh and the off-grid energy system could not 

satisfy the energy demand. The system’s limit was reached at t=139, which was 29 

hours earlier than desired. 
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Figure 26. Normal user profile in Scenario 6b. System’s limit reached at t=139. 

These results indicate that the modified user profile had a significant impact on the 

results. Thanks to the modified user profile, the household managed the outage for at 

least another three hours in Scenario 4 and at least another 29 hours in Scenario 6. 

6.9.3 Improved insulation  

Lastly, it was studied if improving the insulation had a significant impact on the result. 

The system design was the same as for Scenario 6b, but the U-values was changed to 

Uwindow = 0.9, Udoor = 0.6, Uroof = 0.082 and Uwall = 0.082. The original U-values was 

Uwindow = 1.2, Udoor = 1.2, Uroof = 0.13 and Uwall = 0.18. Ufloor was unaltered. Scenario 6 

had an energy demand of 224.5 kWh and heat demand of 316.2 kWh. With the 

improved insulation, the energy demand was 206.4 kWh and the heat demand 243.2 

kWh during the same period. With the better insulation, the heat demand had decreased. 

With the improved insulation, a smaller off-grid energy system could be used. The 

batteries could be reduced from 17 to 15 batteries.  
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Figure 27. Reference building with improved insulation with the same system design 

and conditions as in Scenario 6.  

These results indicate that the insulation of the building has a significant impact on the 

heat demand of the building and thereby of the total energy demand.   
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7. Discussion 

In this chapter, a general discussion about the results is presented. The chapter begins 

with a discussion about the limitations of the model, how these affected the results, and 

how the model can be improved. Thereafter, the results are put in a broader context and 

the feasibility of these off-grid energy systems are discussed in more general terms. 

7.1 Limitations of model 

A model is always a simplification of reality and never an exact representation. The 

purpose of this model was to design a renewable off-grid energy system which could 

satisfy the energy demand for a household during a certain period of time. The model 

gave an example of a system design which would fulfil the criteria for the specific 

scenario. However, due to the restrictions of the model, the model gave an example of 

an off-grid energy system that would fulfil the criteria, not necessarily the best one. In 

the following sections, some of the limitations are discussed. 

7.1.1 Economic feasibility 

An important part of the feasibility of the off-grid energy system is the economic aspect. 

Economic feasibility was not a main part of the model, which meant that the model did 

not optimise the system design regarding performance and cost. For the winter 

scenarios, for instance, the production capacity was maximized to decrease the reliance 

on a large energy storage, due to their high-cost today. However, as seen by the results, 

even though the production capacity was maximized, the produced electricity had a 

minor impact on the results for the winter scenarios. Due to scarce sunlight and little 

wind, the production remained low, notwithstanding a large number of solar panels and 

the wind turbine. To manage the winter scenarios, the off-grid energy system had to 

include a large energy storage which satisfied a greater part of the energy demand 

during the outage. It could have been considered if, for instance, the wind turbine really 

was necessary or if its cost relative its benefit was too high. If the purpose of the off-

grid energy system only was to manage the outage during winter, it might have been 

more economically beneficial to only invest in an energy storage system. However, 

January is an extreme case considering the scarce sunlight and investing in production 

capacity is beneficial for a greater part of the year. An improvement of the model could 

be to take into account the economic aspects as well and optimise the system based on 

efficiency relative to the cost. However, due to the rapidly changing prices, the optimal 

system design today might not necessarily be the optimal system design tomorrow. 

7.1.2 Requirements of the off-grid energy system 

In this model, it was assumed that the household members would be willing to adjust 

their habits and behaviour during a temporary outage on the electricity grid. To decrease 

the total energy demand, it was assumed that the indoor temperature was allowed to 

drop to 18 oC and, for the winter scenarios, some appliances were assumed to be turned 
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off during the outage. However, this is an assumption that might not apply in real life. If 

the outage is temporary, for instance one day, it is possible that people would be willing 

to adjust their behaviour. It is often difficult though to estimate the duration of the 

outage in advance. 

However, as seen by the sensitivity analysis, the energy usage behaviour had a 

significant impact on the results. Scenario 4 and Scenario 6 saved three respective 29 

hours due to the modified user profiles. A further improvement could be to, in addition 

to only decreasing the energy demand, control when the different loads were used. 

When the off-grid energy systems were designed, one of the critical aspects was how to 

dimension the systems to manage sudden peaks in demand. As seen in, for instance, 

Scenario 4, the system design appeared to be over-dimensioned for the current scenario. 

It was designed to manage different load profiles, which meant it was dimensioned after 

the high peak load profiles. For most cases though, it would have been sufficient with a 

smaller off-grid energy system, which would have been more economically beneficial. 

This is an important balance: should the system be designed to manage most scenarios, 

or should it be dimensioned to manage special cases as well? A way to address this 

problem could be to control the loads to avoid the peaks in demand. By integrating 

information and communication technology, it is possible to control loads and optimise 

when to use what. Furthermore, as seen by the sensitivity analysis, improving the 

insulation of the building was another way to decrease the total energy demand. 

Compared to Scenario 6, only 15 instead of 17 batteries were needed to manage the 

same period of time with improved insulation. In addition, note that the reference 

building used in this model was designed to meet the standard of a newbuilt house in 

Sweden today. It had thereby already fairly good insulation, compared to, for instance, 

older buildings. This underlines the importance of improving energy efficiency prior to 

designing the energy system. 

7.1.3 Choice of data 

As seen from the sensitivity analysis, all the tested parameters had a significant impact 

on the results. For instance, the location had a major impact on the results. The off-grid 

energy system performed with various results depending on where the reference 

building was located. Abisko performed much better than Borås during summer, but 

during winter a larger off-grid energy system was needed. Abisko both experience less 

sun during winter and reached colder temperature compared to Borås which increased 

the heat demand. In this study, it was assumed that electricity-powered heating was 

used. However, the results would likely be different if another heating source was used. 

Furthermore, by using climate data for a specific year, the results might not be 

representative for a normal year. The temperature data for Borås was based on the 

temperature in 2015. However, the same off-grid energy system might have been over- 

or under-dimensioned another year in Borås. January 2015 in Borås did not experience 

any significant low temperatures, which would have required an even larger off-grid 

energy system to manage the outage. 
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The technological components in this model were based on existing products on the 

market today. By choosing to use existing products, the off-grid energy system design 

was affected by the chosen products’ properties. For instance, in Scenario 1, 2 and 3, the 

Powerwall battery with a capacity of 13.5 kWh might have been over-dimensioned. It 

might have been sufficient with a smaller, and thereby also a cheaper, battery. 

Furthermore, it is also important to note that for the system to work during an outage, 

additional components must be added due to the security precaution that does not allow 

regular solar systems to operate in case of an outage today. 

7.2 Feasibility 

Compared to many other countries, Sweden has a relatively well-functioning electricity 

system. For most of the time, people can trust good security of supply and outages 

rarely happen. However, the electricity system is changing. With increased 

electrification in society, for instance by the emergence of electric vehicles, the demand 

for electricity is increasing. At the same time, the system composition is changing due 

to the increased usage of renewable energy sources, as well as the phase-out of nuclear 

power. To handle the variable nature of renewable energy, new requirements are put on 

the system in terms of flexibility and balancing processes. With the increasing number 

of prosumers connected to the electricity grid, the distribution companies need to find 

alternative ways to finance the maintenance of the grid. These changes create 

challenges, but also opportunities, within the electricity system. National and local 

governments have a central role in managing risks and improving energy security and 

security of supply. However, actors not normally seen as a part of the energy system 

might have important roles in managing risks as well. It was, for instance, seen after the 

storm Gudrun, where the contribution from volunteers helped to restore the normal 

functioning of the society. In this study, it was studied if individual households could 

improve energy security by implementing energy systems that could operate during a 

disruption in the electricity system. By implementing renewable technologies, energy 

security can be improved by increasing the diversity in energy supply which is 

important to reduce vulnerability in long-term stress situations. For short-term shocks, 

the implementation of storage capacity can help to reduce the vulnerability.  

7.2.1 For whom? 

The results presented different off-grid energy systems which could operate under 

different outage scenarios. However, the question is, is this really a feasible way to 

improve energy security? In that case, for who? In industrial countries, energy 

autonomy is often promoted by people or communities that strive towards increasing 

their independence, reduce costs, or adapting to a more sustainable approach. In the 

study about willingness to pay to avoid an outage, it was seen that it varied with the 

duration of the outage and when it occurs, but also for whom that was asked. As shown 

by the results of this study, implementing a renewable off-grid energy system that could 

operate for a week during winter, cost around 2 million SEK. As security of supply is 
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relatively good in Sweden, paying 2 million SEK for an off-grid energy system that can 

operate during an outage is likely regarded as too expensive relative the benefits for 

many people. However, for some people, the incentives for installing an off-grid energy 

system like this might be stronger than for others. 

An increasing number of people are today installing solar panels on their rooftops. As 

shown by Scenario 1, 2 and 3, it is fairly easy to manage an outage during summer by 

adding only one battery. During summer the electricity production is high and adding a 

battery would, in addition, be a way to increase energy autonomy. By storing electricity 

in the battery when there is an overproduction and using the battery when there is an 

underproduction, the dependence on the electricity grid decreases. If the price for 

batteries continue to decrease, as many expect them to do, this could be a feasible 

option for many households. The rapid decrease in cost for renewable technologies has 

made generation cost cheaper than the electricity price in many countries, which is a 

strong driver towards higher energy autonomy at the local level. There are thereby 

several incitements for installing an off-grid energy system which can operate during 

summer, not only to manage a possible outage but also to decrease expenses and 

increase the degree of self-sufficiency.  

However, it could be argued that some people might refrain from installing an off-grid 

energy system due to the time and knowledge that would be required from them to 

maintain these systems compared to if they were completely reliant on the grid. 

Nevertheless, as the electricity market is changing, electricity and distribution 

companies might have to find new roles in the market. As more customers become 

prosumers, they need to find new ways to retain their customers as they still need to 

build and maintain transmission and distribution capacity to provide reliability. As 

already seen, some utilities and electricity companies have started to offer combined 

solar power and battery systems with grid access in order to keep customers connected 

to the grid. By providing services like this, installing an off-grid energy system like this 

would be easier and would require less from the individual household. 

For some people, outages are more common than for others. As seen by the statistics, 

outages are more common, and also tend to be more long-lasting, in rural areas 

compared to conurbations. In the study about willingness to pay to avoid an outage, it 

was seen that people living in bigger cities were less willing to pay to avoid an outage. 

As conurbations are less exposed to outages, people living there are more likely to have 

a greater trust in the system to work and are thereby less motivated to invest in an off-

grid energy system to improve their security of supply. For rural areas, however, it 

might be a greater incentive to take matters into one’s own hands. The maintenance of 

the distribution network is up to the local distribution companies. However, the 

distribution companies need to minimise their expenses while maximising revenues. For 

them, it is more economically favourable to prioritise the part of the system which 

supplies a greater part of their customers. Furthermore, as discussed after the storm 

Gudrun, an allowable expense allotted for emergency generation capacity must be 
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clarified in the future. However, it means that the maintenance and money invested in 

the security of supply often are not up to the people affected, but by other actors with 

their own interests and priorities. It might lead to that some people and households fall 

between the cracks. With low trust in the system, it is more likely that the incentive 

increases for individual households to pay more to avoid an outage and increase the 

security of supply. For these people, paying 2 million SEK might be a reasonable price 

if it means that they can increase their energy autonomy, as well as avoiding the 11 

outages they might have experienced otherwise.  

In this study, the focus has mainly been on individual households and how they can 

manage an outage on the electricity grid. However, even though an outage might be 

inconvenient, it is manageable for most people. During winter it might be more critical 

if the heating system does not work properly, but most people can handle a temporary 

outage. However, there exist those actors for whom an outage can have severe 

consequences. As mentioned, critical functions, as for instance hospitals, often use 

diesel generators as backup energy in case of an outage. For them, an outage is not an 

option and precautions must be taken to handle possible outages. Furthermore, an 

outage might be expensive for many businesses. As seen for the industry on for instance 

Gotland, the several outages during the summer of 2018 had a great impact on their 

production and caused a loss in production and thereby also revenue. For these actors, 

the economic aspect might look totally different from a household. By implementing 

renewable off-grid energy systems like this on a larger scale, they do not only adapt to 

an energy system which can operate during normal circumstances but also to a 

renewable backup energy system instead of the diesel generators that are commonly 

used today.  
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8. Conclusion 

In this study, energy security was defined as “the uninterrupted availability of energy 

sources at an affordable price”. Security can be discussed by answering the questions 

such as what to protect, what risks to protect from and how to protect. In this study, it 

was investigated how individual household could manage the security of supply during 

an outage by installing a local energy system that could operate independently from the 

electricity grid. By installing local renewable off-grid energy systems, households could 

guarantee an uninterrupted supply of energy even during an outage on the electricity 

grid, while also increasing their energy autonomy during normal circumstances.  

The results showed that managing an outage during summer was fairly easy. Due to 

high electricity production, an energy storage consisting of one battery was enough for 

all the studied summer scenarios. However, managing an outage during winter was 

more critical. Due to the scarce sunlight in Sweden during winter, the systems needed to 

be almost fully reliant on the energy storage to manage the outage. This significantly 

increased the cost of these systems, from approximately 400 000 SEK for one week 

during summer to around 2 000 000 SEK for one week during winter. Due to the high 

cost for the off-grid energy system to manage an outage during winter, it was not 

considered a feasible solution to improve energy security at a national level today. 

However, due to the rapid changing prices, this might change in the coming years. For 

many households today, the cost relative to the benefits is likely considered too high 

due to the already relatively good security of supply in Sweden. However, at a local 

level, this was considered have the potential to improve energy security. Three different 

groups were identified for whom this could be of interest. First, it could be of interest 

for people who already have installed solar panels, as it is fairly easy to add a battery 

and thereby be able to manage an outage during summer, at the same time as the energy 

autonomy then further increases. Second, it could be of interest for people who are more 

exposed to outages or have a low trust in the system to work properly. This may, for 

instance, be people living in rural or remote places which are more exposed to outages 

today. Lastly, this could be of interest on a larger scale for actors or businesses were 

backup energy is important, for instance for hospitals or the industry.  

To summarise, the integration of local renewable off-grid energy systems was 

considered to improve energy security at a local, but not national, level. Different 

energy system designs were presented which could satisfy the energy demand during a 

temporary outage. It was possible to design the systems with existing products on the 

market today. However, it was not considered economically feasible in general terms 

due to the high cost of some of the technological components today. Nevertheless, three 

groups were identified for whom these energy systems could be of special interest. For 

further research, it would be interesting to make a similar study but on a larger scale, for 

instance for a small community. 
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Appendix A 

Comparison of MATLAB-model with VIP Energy. The location of the reference 

building was Gothenburg instead of Borås in VIP Energy.  

Table 29. January 

Parameter VIP Energy [kWh] MATLAB [kWh] 

Q_trans 1231 1146 

Q_vent_con 952 1200 

Q_vent_leak 229 480 

Q_sun 8 39 

 

Table 30. July 

Parameter VIP Energy [kWh] MATLAB [kWh] 

Q_trans 251 415 

Q_vent_con 246 435 

Q_vent_leak 42 174 

Q_sun 188 380 

 

Table 31. A year 

 VIP Energy [kWh] MATLAB [kWh] 

Q_trans 8892 9131 

Q_vent_con 7362 9572 

Q_vent_leak 1439 3829 

Q_sun 1432 3051 

 

Pretty large difference between Q_trans and Q_vent_con in July. However, both 

dependent on outdoor temperature. Possibly warmer in Gothenburg during that time. On 

yearly basis values ok. Q_sun larger for MATLAB-model than VIP Energy. However, 

in this comparison, the reference building in the MATLAB-model had large windows 

facing south. Lastly, large differences between Q_vent_leak between the MATLAB-

model and VIP Energy. Values were adjusted in the MATLAB-model after this 

comparison. 
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Appendix B 

Table 32. Example of energy demand, Scenario 6b 

Parameter Value [kWh] 

Heat demand 296.3 

Household appliances 113.5 

Hot water 73.1 

Exhaust air heat pump 127.7 

Other 7.5 

Total energy demand 248.7 

 

Table 33. Example of energy demand, Scenario 6c 

Parameter Value [kWh] 

Heat demand 313.6 

Household appliances 84.3 

Hot water 82.7 

Exhaust air heat pump 137.6 

Other 6.7 

Total energy demand 228.6 

 

 


